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THE 1934 COW:llEST FOR THS DEUTSCH DE LA MEURTHE TROPHY* 
By Pierre Le g lise 
INTRODUCTIor** 
The second contest of the now classic Deutsch de la 
ileur the Cup r a ce showed considerable p ro g ress over the 
f ir st ; t he p rincip l e of setting a rel a tively low limit 
fo r the cu b ic c apacity of the eng ine and g iving the de-
si g;'1e rs a n otherilise entir e l y fr e e hand is unquestiona bly 
on e of the best ways towa rd r ap id technical strides. It 
must be part icularly stressed that the competing airplanes 
had no certifica te of airworthiness of any sort; in fact , 
Gove r nme nt control was for once comp l ete ly left aside and 
the r a c e rs allowed to take part in t he cont e st without 
hav i ng be e n subjected to the sl i ght es t exa~ination of offi -
c ials of the M i n i st~ r e de l'Air . Thus manufacturers we re 
r e lieved of the custo na r y a dmini st r ative difficult i es and 
losses of t i me . T~ e result p rov e d pe rfectly satisfactory ; 
a irp l anes we r e rapidly built and tri ed , they de mo nstrate d 
r ema r k able f l y ing qual iti e s and pe r f ormance, and technical 
advanc es of g r ea t p r a ctic a l value have b een attained in a 
v e ry sho rt space o f time . Th e experience is likely to have 
long- rea c h ing an d ben eficial resu lts . 
REGUI,AT IO ~T S* * 
The re gulations r emained alnost ident ical with those 
of last yea r (s ee Aircraft Engin ee ring, July 19 33 ): a 
scratch r a c e OYer the 100 km ( 62 .14 Mil es) circuit, Etampes-
Cha r t r es- Bonc~ , op en to airp l anes fitted with engines not 
exce ed ing 8 l it ers (488 . 2 cu . in.) capacity, over a tot a l 
d is tance o f 2 , 000 km (1, 242 . 74 mi les ) in two flights of 10 
laps each . I n orde r to qual ify, each compet itor was r e-
qu ir ed to cover between April G and ...ray 7 a fli gh t of 500 
km ( 310 . 68 miles) i n closed circuit at a speed e zceeding 
250 km/ h (155 . 34 mL l-n . ) . In add itio n , start and. landing 
had t o be made i n less than 550 m (1 , 804 . 4 6 ft.) over a 
SCreeD 1 me ter hi gh . 
*L ' A~ronautique, July 19 34 , p p . 1 51- 182. 
**Aircraft Engin ee ring , July 19 34 , p . 179 . 
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I. TECH~ICAL COMMENTS 
Pilo.tage 
'r~~~=-2.f.:[.- The setting o.f the wing 
split flaps was low (8 0 for the Caudron 
avoid undue drag increase . All entr ies 
pitch pro.pellers showed quick · take-6ff. 
take-off time was due to: 
a) higher thrust during taxying, 
flaps and of the 
entries) so as to 
having variable-
The reductio.n in 
b) almost instantaneous rise of tail as a result of the 
powerful air stream on the tail by the propeller op-
erating at lOw pitch. 
Take-off speeds averaged between 75 and 81 miles per hour . 
The pilots did not try to stall prematurely , but rather 
let the airplane roll as long as possible . 
l~_:[li~~~ .- The gusts through which the airplane 
passed at high speed were extremely uncomfo.rtable to. the 
pilots . 
During the first t~ials Delmotta, strapped to his 
seat by an abdominal belt, struck his head several times 
on the ceiling of his cabin. Subsequently the Caudron 
pilots used an Aviorex belt, whose 5 straps divided the 
strains more evenly . Seats with side cushions should be 
equally advantageous also for holding the pilot in his seat. 
Q2.~~i~_~~~~il~~i~n.- Potez used a pipe taking the 
air from abo.ve the ring co.wling and leading it into. the 
cockpit, where the pilot co.ntro.lled it by a valve . 
Caudron provided capillary vents in the transparent 
cupola: . 3 mm (0 . 118 in.) pressure orifices at the base and 
forward of the windshield and 4 mm (0 . 157 in . ) suctio.n or-
ifices aft and ab0ve it, thus assuring the pilot a slight 
breeze from the chin toward the ears , which apparently was 
quite satisfactory. 
In the Caudrons the admission of any fresh air by 
sl iding the top, even the least bit forward, was f~llowed 
by an insufferable' noise - not ca~sed by the engine but 
by the pass'age of a turbulent air streao against the ea r s ; 
with top closed, the noise wa s insignificant. 
• 
• 
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~~~~~~_~~~~~.- Different pilots used different tac-
t ,:i,cs. , Leaving asid,e th 'e spectacular point of view', the 
best maneuve r is concededly that which effects the most 
propitious compromise between loss of 't 'i 'm e due to the 
3 
bank itself and that of the speed agre~d upon . The fast 
turn is not everything ; it is at least as important to re-
gain the straightaway wi th the h i ghest possible speed. 
A b~dl:>, exe~u'ted: turn may slow' up an airplane at 125 
miles p~r hour ;, since the l~ft - drag' Tatios are high, the -
propelle r thrust is low arid the time lost to regain the 
lost speed is not negligible . F o r this reason the steep-
l;yr ba nked turns of Ma s s,otte may have cost the Caudron Reg-
nier quite a few miles~ Arnoux, on the other hand, round-
ed th e pylons in wide turns . 
Only o n e pilot of the Caudron entries had any r eal 
training in banke d 'turns; that ' w~s Del~otte . He use~ 20 
di fieient stil e s , whi ch were timed. His best ' time was 
ob ta ined wi t h the following tactics : 
Start of climb about 10 km ( 6 . 21 miles) before enter-
ing the turn by withdrawing frQm the ideal st rai ght course 
so as to have th e turnin~ po int 1, 600 f e et to the left at 
the start of the maneuver, th en make a slightly banked 
turn with a radius of 500 meters (1, 640 feet), by restor-
ing the he i ght ' he ld in reserve. Then the straightaway is 
,rega ined under the best cond itions of spee d. 
The avera g e loss in a well-executed turn is 10 sec-
onds ; the 30 turns for each race thus consti t utes a loss 
,of,5 minut e s, wh ich is equivalent to about 3 percent , lo wer 
a verag e speeds. 
~~~~i~g. - The landing s were made easily with flaps ' 
s et a t from 30 to 40° . During the second half o f t h e 
r a ce Lacombe was forc ed to land with a very h eavy load of 
fue l, which he accomplished, h Oiev er, without mishap . 
The Caudron entries manifest e d hi g h lo ng itud inal sta-
bility at all sp eed s be cause of t~eir larg e horizontal 
tail surfaces (fin area equa l to 18 percent of wing area, 
or more tha n 2 percent g reater t han in 19 33 ) . 
The Comper "Streak " had a slight tendency to bounce. 
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'!J::Q.~~~Yj:_~g_!!!'Q..!!!.~_nt.- This moment was balan_ced at take'7 
off: at least in the Caudron entries, by the rud~~r. no 
maneuve r being necessary in flight . The device installed 
for this purpose, namely, aileron ' control rods of diff~r­
snt lengths to assure different twist and setting by one 
fo rce. was not used. Perhaps the pilot reac~ed ~ubcon­
sciously ; on the C.450 and the C.460 a force of 50 g 
(O~ll lb.) sufficed to move the stick. The : IDoment ' is of 
no great ~onsGquence; it is the same for ths .Potaz 300 
horsepo~er engine at 2 , 600 r.p.m. as for a 150 horsepower 
engine' at 1,300 r.p.m., but despite its low figure, it 
may become . much more substantial when the wings are smaller. 
OUTLOOK FOR NEXT YEAR'S RACE 
The elinination trials should be a little more se-
vere: 300 km/h (186 . 4 n i./hr.) ~i~ inum, take-off and land-
ing in 500 m (1 , 640 ft.) instead of 550 m (1,800 ft.). 
~~&i~~~.- The choice between in-line and radial en-
gines always presents the sarl e difficulty . 
'. 
' !1.!:.~g.- The radial enginG facilitates the pack ing of 
the air between the propeller and the cowling . This in-
tuitive statement is proved by the fact that the propel-
ler slip on the Potez ai r plane is negative .* The phenom-
enon . should be so Duch nor e apprec ia bl e as tl18 diamet er of 
the propeller is smaller with respect to ~he ring cowling . 
This drawback may perhaps be avoided ~y specially de-
signed spinners, auxiliary fans, or special blade-root 
sections, the purpose being to avoid this pa~king or fill -
*The Levasseur company, for instance, ' aites propeller slips 
of some 10 percent for its twisted duralumin propellers 
fitted to airplanes flying at 180 to 250 km/h (111.8 to 
155.3 mi ./hr.). Similar propellers mount -ed-' on modern pur-
suit airplanes flying at 280 to 320 km/h . (174 to 198.8 mi./ 
hr.) show that the slip cancels out; lastly , ' for the rac-
ing speeds reaching 400 km/h (24S.5 ··ini./hr.) ,-· 'it change's 
sign . The phenomellon of IIpreviou_s engagement II or arrest-
in~ the air by the fuselage should bec6me mor~ ' pronounced 
as the speed increases. Thus. Levasseur adapts the pro-
peller for 340 to 360 km/h (211 . 3 to 223 .7 mi . /hr .), al -
though the fli ght speed is 400 km/h (248 . 5 mi./hr .). The 
Ratier propelle r, on the other hand, seems to function, 
for the moment , with zero slip. 
• 
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ing. " The in- line enG in~ , 'contrariwise, is well expo'sed, 
especia lly when the p ro pelle r hub p rojects, as in the 
Caudron; the crankshaft is extende d 120 mm ( 4 . 72 iu.); · 
The shape of the f~selage is a pe rf e ct turtleba ck . The 
5 
· lowe r f .ront, similar to the leading edge of a wing stub 
mounted vertically, has a l ow d r ag . It 'is practically the 
·~ame regardl es s of the twist of the turn e d-back stream; 
more ov e r, if the propeller turns fast (low ,p itch), , the 
twist is sruall, the s ame as the so-called II s p oiling drag ll 
of the British • 
. g_Q.Q.J:.i~5.. . - All entries showed ample cooling this year. 
The possibil iti e s of the in- lin e engin~ are far from be- ' 
in g exhausted and the obvious advantage of the radial en-
b ine with a g reater direct l y exposed su rf a c e is still be-
ing i gnpred . On · the othe r hand, when a n in-line en g i ne 
heats up, there is alway s the ~ossib ilit y of p roducing an 
i 'nside circulatio'n by !:leans of fans , etc . 
~;Y..J:.i~~ ~_~§.. . - L J. ere s eer:lS to be a t end en cy to combine 
the radial and the i n- line engine by us ing an engine with 
a g reat number of c y linders .arranged in su cc ess ive ro ws. 
M 6n~trier, in fact , has ~es i gned such an en~ine hav i ng 28 
cylinders - 4 ro~s of 7 each - with 8 l i te r s ( 488 . 2 cu . in .) 
dis~laccment , tlus ensuri ng a diameter of 60 0 mm ( 23~62 
in.), inst ead of 880 mm ( 31 . 5 in.) for the Potez 9 Bb, and 
the obtaine d output is 400 horsepower . 
But there appea r two drawbacks : 
a ) As the p ower increases, the amount of fue l to be 
carried increases also , and that is whe re the al r eady high 
fuel c apacity of the tank constitutes a serious obstacle; 
the max i mun fuselage section \7 0uld have to be i nc r ease d , 
~hic~ TIould no longe r ha r mon iz e wi th the d i minution of 
the forward dianete r . 
b ) The engi::-le weight would not increase much , but the 
bulk of the whole would be exc essive . Wh il e advoca ting a 
r:lult i~l i cation of cylinders, one too often i g nores the ob-
ligatory equipment , such as the g reat numbe r of magnetos , 
carburetors , 56 spa r k plugs (lllUC~ s malle r, it is t rue (12 
mm (4 . 72 in.) diameter by 30 mm (1 .1 8 in.) he i gh t) , the 
wiring, etc . £rom the practi c al po i nt of view, there is 
little choice between 9 and 14 cylinders , · for radial en-
g ines - the stUd i es of the rocker assembly being in any 
case ne c essa r y to loye r the f ront al surface - and betw een 
o and 1 2 cylinders fo r the "flat" eng i ne • 
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. "" It seems reasonable to antic i pate engi nes 'of from 400 
to 500 horsepower or 50 to 60 horsepowe r pe r liter. Spe-
cifi.c'a,lly, 'the Potez 9 Eb operates at, a mean pressur e of 
15 kg (~3 .1 lb .), and the Renault at 11 . 5 kg (25 . 35 lb .). 
The consumption is 272 g (0 . 6 lb . ) ~e~ horsepower pe r hour 
with full ' throttle, and 258 g ( 0 . 569 lb .) ~t 9/10 for the 
fir'st, against 280 g (0 . 617 lb . ) ' for the second . The com-
pressor absorbs about 10 percent of the powe r. 
!~LQ!~~~_~i~~Qi~~~.- Extensive use of variable- pitch 
propellers resulted in much better take-o ffs and also 
~rought the landing speed down to 'reasonable figures . 
There will be a very great t 'emptation for the designers to 
reduce the wing area to equal the horsepower . 
We believe that, despite the greate st severity of the 
el imination trials and a much higher gross weight, due to 
an increase by a good third of the amoun t of fuel carrie~ 
and the accrued weight of the power plant, the wing area 
will remain the same as for th i s yea r. One will rev ise 
again the distressing take- off condition s, with wing loads 
raised. to .'140 and 150 kg ( 308 . 65 and 330 . 69 lb . ) ; the na-
ture of the race tends to demand the utmost from ' the mat~~ 
.ria-l, and the utmost is at the limit of poss ibi l ity 
that i s , it borders on the zone of danger . 
As to landing , ·the eve:i1tual use of wheel brakes will 
act as a palliative for the imposed 500 m (1 , 640 ft . ) . 
As to high lifting devices, nothing foreshadows the 
usc of d~vices other than trailing-edg e flaps or split 
fl'aps . 
The two - pitch propeller , automatic or otherwis~ , has 
proved its worth; its use will undoubtedly increase in 
races . It may be attempted to obtain a pitch change rel-
ative to a givRn law during take- off, so as to take ad-
vantage .of the maximum performance during 'every s'tage of 
rolling and take- off . The incorporation , of such a device 
in the Ratier propeller shouJ.d be ea sy . It s i mp l y re-
qu ires the contro l, in t i me function, of the stroke of the 
piston which controls the blade settings, or, ma r k ing out 
the guide groo ves of the followers conformably to a deter-
mined curve, if the piston mot ion is uniform . 
It is aga i n to be regretted that no one has ,attempted 
to utilize the horsepow e r of the engine at landing, be-
cause of not knowing how . It had already be en suggested 
• 
• 
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to ~se this power for braking, but it may equally deter-
mine a lift . In fact, at speeds of from 120 to 150 km/h 
(74. 6 to 93 . 2 mi . /hr.), the propel ler can supply a thrust 
of some 300 kg ( 661.4 Ibo); en ough to balance 50 percent 
of the tare we i ght o~ an airplane. It is merely a problem 
of pivoting this thrust of 90 0 • Who will tackle it? 
Summed up on the basis of po~ers of from 400 to 450 
horsepower , of from 7 to 8 m2 (7 5 03 to 8 6 .1 sq.ft.) wing 
area, -of f ro m 550 to 600 kg (1,2l 2 to 1,323 lb .) tare 
weight of airplane , and of from 1,000 to 1,0 50 kg (2,205 
·to 3 , 31 5 Ibo) g r oss weight, we believe that next year 1 s 
race will be run o f f at sp eed s· be tween 500 and 550 km/h 
(310 . ~ to 341 . 8 mi./hr.). 
It is to be hoped that a mo·re equitable distribution 
of the prizes and the premiums among the co mpet itors o f the 
different countries will dra~ the attention of a number of 
foreign entrie s, so as t o lend to this race a tru ly int er-
nat iona l c hara ct er , as the don~rs intended it to be . Ac-
tually the French compet·it ors share in mu ch mor e impor tant 
state .·subsidies than the lOO, OOO- f ranc pr i ze amounts to . 
II. INDIDE NTS AND ACCIDENTS 
Caudrons 4 60 ·and 450 
Elsewhere in this report we g ive the diff iculties ex-
perienced by De lmo tte , Nonvi l le, and Lacom-oe wi th the op-
erat ing mechan ism of the Charlestop retractable landing 
gear, as a result of which the C ~udron entries al l flew in 
the rac e with the landing gea r "donn . " 
I n brief, the hydraulic lifting jacks ~ere not po~er­
ful enough to overcome the friction due to the tightening, 
occurring dur ing the tests , of c e rtain h inge joints, and 
to internal resistance . Th e prel i mina ries were fl own n ith 
Charl e stop locking me cha nism installed , while in the race 
itself the jacks were replaced by push rods. 
Q.§:.~~r.Q.~_46~.l~§.1.~Qj~_i.~L .- De I n o t t e, who pu shedh is e.n-
gine toward the end of the race, in his attemp t to over-
take Arnoux, ran out of oil a nd wa s f o rced to land and 
abandon the r a ce. His landing in the open was pro of of 
the h i gh lift i ng qualitie s of t he wings and of the cool-
ness of the p ilot. His speed for the f irs t 1,000 km ( 62 1 . 4 
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nllles) in the ~ornJ.ng had: a 'ver'aged 387 km/h ' (2,4'0. . 5 rrii . /.h r. ) . 
Delmotte
' 
s ' handicap compared to Arnou.'x" s ,t n Yh'e' C, 4$0 " 
arc 'se sole 'ly fro,m a ' difference ,in :the cl'eanness of th'e 
l ,anding gear;' emergency 1ai rin:g 's" fo r 'Delmot t e and well-
designed fairings (or Ar1'loux ,' who' had to f1y ' tli'e whole 
race 'Wi'th landin-g gear ' down. (S"ee fig . L ') , ' 
To eriab'l"e' 'Delmotte to make up in pOlTer what he lost 
in ~ra~, Riffar~ had loosened his prope~ler blides' 1 . 5 ~ 
during the' r 'est ' p:eri'od, thu"S m~ki'ng th'e se,ttiri'g 33 . t' 'Y, 
against 'Arnou:x<"s , 35 ~ ' , ' (1"f' it had 'been po s 's i ble to re-
tract the landing ge'ars the ·pi·tch w'ould· have' b een 36 . 5 'Y . ) 
Yet, ins pit e 0 f t his, A r 'n c u x a t 2, 70 b r . p ~' m. , fIe w 
scarcely slower than his compet±'to'T at' "2 , 90D r. p . m. ' 
Delmotte, whi1~ being able to r~ise h i s revolutio n 
speed by raising his hors~~o~er , ' c o nsu~~d, h o we~~ r, mo re 
oil ' than sti"pulat ·ed . , He needed only 1· lit 'e 'r of oil - 3 
"' minutes of flying - · to finish the c'ourse . ' On h i s f i rst 
10 rounds of the cours'e, ' D~lmotte av 'eraged 365 km/h (226 . 8 
m1./hr . ), ·and for the first la:p in the afternoon , both he 
and Arnoux ~ade ' the eic~ll~nt ave r age df 3~9 km/h (229 . 3 
mi./hr . ) . 
Q.~~drQ.!!._~§.~t1.~~~~E.!~').- A flat ' tire' o'bliged Lacombe 
to start very late . In his desire to ~ake up the l o st 
time, he reduced his speed'ing up at ' start i ng to a mi nimum . 
Opening the throttle wide w~ile the oil was still cold 
caused a leak in the r~diator and a ~elay of two hou r s , s o 
he decided to ' wit~dra~. At 2 , 700 r . p.~" his average 
s pee d was 3 68 km / h (2 2 8 . ' 7 m 1. / h "r • ). for the fir s t ha 1 fan d 
373 km/h (231,', 8 in'L/hr . ) ,for the first three laps of the 
se60nd half 01 th~ , r~ce . . 
Ca~~!':'Q.!!._~§'Q.~L!J.Q.!!.~ill~.- Monville, who finished third , 
was equa)ly late in starting - although on l 'y 15 mi nutes -
du e t~ the deiaj in mounting the wheel fairings in ti~e .* 
*The excitement, the last - minute changes , and prepa~ation s 
incidental to a race of this kind generally escape the at-
tention of the public . HerG is an illustration : On Satur-
, day, May 26, Mr . Riffard entertained some doubts about the 
f~nctioning of the retractable landing gears , so at 11 
otclock , before starting for Etampes, he ordered 12 fai r~ 
ings; 6 for the wheels and 6 for the struts . The m'etal 
shop worked all that afternoon and all ihat n~ght . An au-
tomobile was pressed into service , rushing the p i eces to 
the track as fast as finished. At 5 ot'clock the last pie c e 
(Continued on page 9.) 
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. Monv i l l e he l d b.iseng,ine to 2 , 650 r. p . ro • . (instead of 
2 , 900 r . p . m. ) , confupingthe speed at -static thrust vith 
the fli·ght speed . Finally:, believ i ng h e h .ad completed the 
first half of the raCB on his ninth lap , he had already 
lowered his flaps when lir • . Caudron drove his automobile 
a6ross ~he lino and made him understand h i s mistake . He 
made a n averag? of 358 km/ h ~222 . 5 ro i. /hr . ) in the fi r st 
half, and 387 . km/~ (240 . 5 mi . /hr . ) in the . afternoon . 
Q.~~c!!:.2.~_!§.~_t~!:.~2.~~L .- The enervation of the mechan-
ics cause~ Arnoux io lose 30 seconds at the start . Due 
to an overs i ght , the propelle r was not set at low pitch . 
This meant stopp i ng the Bng i ne , refill ing , and start i ng 
all over agai~ . . 
For the Caudron and Renault compan i es , the day was 
one of success . In the race the e ngines were supposed to 
run at 2 , 900 r . p . m. or 100 r . p . m. less than maximum, but 
only Delmotte and Arnoux complied with this rule during 
the first half of the race . 
Massotte, in the Caudrcn 366 - R~gn i er 210 hp . engi n e -
fl ew a rema r kably regular raco" Start in·g each time at the 
ti~er ' s signal, he averaged 3 61. 083 km/h (224 . 4 mi . /hr . ) 
and f i n i shed second . 
Q.~~~!:._~[~!:.~~~~~- lie made the ten ci r cuits of the 
course requ i red in the morning with h i s landing gea r re-
tracted . In the aft·ernoon , however , some trouble devel-
oped , and he was obliged to leave· the landing gear down . 
As he considered this to - be too great a handicap, Comp e r 
withdraw after making some six circuits of the course in 
fh 0 aft a r n 0 on . . ( See {i g ~ 2.) 
EQ.!_§.~_Q~~_.U2~~!:.~L .- The Potez 9 ]b engine develops o n 
the torque s~and 315 hp . at 2 , 550 r . p . ro . , and 350 hp . at 
2 , ~00 r . p . m. In flight, with due allowance for the dynam-
ic pressure in the a i r scoop , which may vary betwe en 75 
and and 100 g/cm 2 (1 , 07 and 1 . 42 Ib . /sq . in.)~* the maximum 
may be raised to 365 hp . at 2 , 800 r . p . D. 
Detre should have flown the race at a safe revolutio n 
speed ; although not publicly given by the Potez company , 
*(Continued from page 8) 
intended for ~onv i lle t s airplane uas finished and rushed by 
airplan e to Etampes, but despite the speed of the mechan-
ics, a delay of 15 minutes was unavoidable . 
**See footn o te , ~age 10 . 
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it was such that the engine should have given a little 
more than two thirds of its maxir:1um - undoubtedly, 260 to 
270 horsepower. The speed having been raised 35 horse-
power 0 v e r t ha t 0 f 19 33, i twa sat t e up ted t 0 imp r 0 vet h e 
cooling. The radiator was retained and the number of cyl-
inder cooling fi ns increas ed . It was believed that the 
capacity for heat remova l would in some way be parallel 
with the increase in power, but because of the high sp ee d 
obtained - 360 km/h (2 23 .7 mi./hr.) - the cooling was · ac-
tually more effe ctive than anticipated. The oil t"erJpera-
ture did not exceed 27 0 at the engine intake and 42 0 at 
the outlet. The oil remained too thin a~d the lubrication 
in the crankcase and the cylinders became insufficient. 
As a result, the Potez 9 Eb operated a g reater part of the 
time under the abnormal conditions usually confined to 
starting.* 
*One may imagine that the front of the cylinders was more 
cooled although the back showed a higher temperature as a 
result of insufficient lubrication. This fatigues an en-
gine; it is not so much the high temperature of operation 
as the def0rmations following adverse heat dissipation . 
o Thus between 150 and 180 temperature, for example, for 
the two spark plugs of a cylinder, and a much higher mean 
temperature but the same on both spark p lugs, there can be 
no hesitation in choice; the engine lasts longer in the 
second case. 
**(See page 9) This pressure is difficult to evaluate. 
Theoretically it may be computed by consideration of 
V2/2g, but the figure ~ust be corrected by allowing for 
the performance - of the order of 0.5 to 0 . 6 - of the in-
take considered as diffuser and the disturbance entailed 
with the greater or lesser opening of the gas valve . The 
Potez company has made no torque-stand tests with air 
scoops, but it is evident that for speeds in excess of 250 
m. p .h., the improvement in overpressure should be of inter-
est and included in the calculations . 
Roll s-Royc e , in England, have made mea surements of the 
dynamic pressure and studies of air scoops for the "RIt 
2,400 hp . engine, and so has the Fiat company in Italy for 
the As.6 2 ,800 h'O . engine. In the torque-stand test of 
the "R", two 450 hp. engines we re used: one to supply the 
necessary cooling air; the other, the a ir stream fut the 
scoop at 600 to 700 km/h (372.8 to 434 . 9 mi . /hr.) . 
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Dat r a had to land 10 km ( 0 . 21 mi1e s) from Ho nd es ir 
duri n g the complet i on of h i s second lap ; his ave r age speed 
then was around 350 k m/h (217 . 5 mi . /h r . ) . He had time to 
lowe r his whee ls, set his t rai ling- edge flaps, and select 
a spot to la nd, wh ich he acco~plished without injury . 
Mr . M ~nitr ier thinks that the pre cautio nar y in st ruc-
tions given to Detre a re res pon sibl e fo r the mishap, and 
that the en g in e could have finished the race if the pilot 
h ad flow n at highe r r e volution spee d . Knowing the powe r ~ 
ut i lized a nd the speed realized, he should have e it he r re-
tracted the oil c ooler or narro we d the annular a ir e xit o f 
the N .A . C , A . cowling . 
Potez 533 (Lemo in e ) . - Propeller t ro ub~e obliged Le-
moine to abandon the race. 
The hub of he Rat ier auto mat ic propelle r o n the 
Potez 53 3 includes a star:ing handle . The inside of this 
h a n dle houses the small diaphragm which causes the deflec-
t ion of a rub b e r bladder whe n the ae odyn am ic pressure be-
com e s suffic i ent . As the ha ndl e covered the organ substan-
ti a lly la t erally , the latter did not record any a ir flow . 
I t was th e n decided to lengthen the diaphragm- holde r rod, 
in order t o c l ea r the d i aph r agm fo r ~&rd .* The result of 
* It Via s thoug h t a t first that t- e han d le forming a cup o r 
well, contained a certain a Mount of ai r, obv i ously over-
Fr e ss e d by the speed but stagnant (fig . 1, footnote). The 
diaphragm undergo ing an e qual p r e ssure o n both sides can-
not sh ift , no matter what the s p eed . One then visualized a 
circulation of air a r ound it , so that the pressure on the 
front would p r edom inat e . To th is end, 24 orifices of 12 
mm ( 0 . 47 i~ . ) were made in the wall of t h e handle, that 
is, i n th e c y linder ~ ousing the d iaphragm (fig . 2) . As 
t ids d id n o t imp rove the conditions ve r y much , it wa s fi-
nally decided to l engthen the diaph r a g m- holder rod (fig. 
3) ~ ence , nost likely , i ts fra g ility. 
'::' i.gur e 1 . 1igur e 2 . . ::; igur c 3 . 
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thi~ . l~ngthening besides the desired response to the pres -
sure, was .a certain fragility. It is possiole that the 
diaphragm, slightly distorted during the starts, mi ght 
have induced small longitudinal oscillations in the rod, 
followe4by accidental starts of the valve and premature 
defla(ions of the rubber ball. 
At any rate, when Lemoine tried to start i~ the af -
tarnoon for the second half of the raca, the propeller of 
th~ Pot,ez 533 was s.et at high pitch. The engine was 
stopped, the ball reinflated, and the valve put in place 
~i~iri; . still he could not get his propell~r to r~ma in i n 
the lo~-pitch position desired for starting . So he with-
drew from the race. 
During the entire first half of the race , Lemo in e 
he ld hi s eng ine to 300 r . p. m. below maximum . 
Supposing that the power curve of the Potez 9 Bb is a 
str~ight line - a faqt which seems legitimate because if 
the intake pressure grows as the square of the speed of 
rotation, t~e friction, and the loss of charge increase 
lik~wis~ - and assuming that the engine ma x imum is 365 hp . 
at 2 , 800 r . p.m. in flight, it is readily se~n that Lemo i ne 
actually used scarcely more than 320 to 325 hp. The first 
1,000 km ( 621 miles) had oeen covered at an aV6rage of 
3 68.47 km/h (228.96 mi./hr.) . 
III. THE CAUDRON ENTRIES 
The Caudron company had four entries, developed from 
the Ci 360 of 1933 with a Bengali engine: one, the 0 . 450 
with fixed landing gear , and three C.460 models, with re-
tractable landing gear . 
These airplanes were equipped with 6- cylind8r Renault 
eng ines, developing 310 hp . at 3,000 r . p . m., and 325 hp . 
at 3, 2 00 r . p.m . on the torque stand. The propellers were 
of the Ratier automatic type. Oaudron was also represent-
ed oy the C. 36 6-
"
Atalante fl , with 210 hp . Regnier engine 
(fig . 3), which had been purchased by the Regnier compa n y , 
who had already taken part in the 193 3 race . 
Q.~~~!:.~~_~§'Q. . - The g eneral characteristics of the 0 . 360 
are: a low monoplane wing of trapezoidal shape, 1 . 50 m 
(4.92 ft . ) at root ; 0 . 60 m (1.97 ft . ) at tip , with round 
tip; aspect ratio, 6 . 6 ; taper, 40 percent ; symmetrical 
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bicon~ex airfoi l set at +20. The relative thickness ta-
pers from 12 . 8 percent at the root to 6 . 4 percent at the 
tips ; the leading edge becomes sharpe r towa~d the wing 
tip (f i g . 4) . Tot a 1 win gar e a, 6 • 97m2 (7 5 . 02 sq. ft . ), 0 f 
which 1 m2 (10.76 sq.ft . ) represents the part of fuselage 
between the wings, and 2 . 97 m2 ( 31 . 97 sq.ft . ), the area of 
each win~. The drag consists of: 
100 Cx min. of wing, 0 . 8, 
100 Cx of landing gea r, 0 . 4, 
100 Cx min . of who le airplane (model), ' 1 . 77, 
100 ex (computed) due to engine cooling, 0 . 43, 
Total drag, 2 . 2 . 
T~e airplane is fitted with split flaps having a 
chord 30 percent of that of the wing chord, a nd controlled 
conjointly wit h t~e fin sett i ng . 
It will be remembered that the C. 360 airplanes were 
normally desiGned for 6- cylinder R~gnier engines (Caudron 
C.3 G6 ) ; then , because these engines were not ready, th e 
Renault Bengali of 165 ~lOrsepowe r (Oaudr on 0.3 62 ) was sub-
stituted for the 1933 race . Thus the Caudron Regnier 366 , 
which finished second, represents, aside from the LeVas-
seur propelle r, tbe airplane which mi ght have become a 
powerful contender of the 1933 Potez 53 . 
From the design viewpoint the C. 360 has a monospar 
wing covered with plywood and a fuselage with flat sides. 
A deta iled description was g iven last year. 
Loclifications on the C. 450 in Coml)arison w it~l the C. 3 60 
The gene r al lines of the C. 450 and of the C. 360 are 
the same : They have practically the sarlle wing area , Cle 
s a lle wi ng setting (flight at 100 ex' = 9) and the same 
mln 
fuselage lenGth . The changes e f fected were as follows: 
!iQ.g_s.:t!:''0:.~:t~!:..§. ·- Two spars to accommodate the r etract -
able landing g ear, wheroas the landing gear of the C. 450 
is of the fixed type . This modificatiDn involved a re-
design of the wings as well as of the fuselage . 
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The aile r ons , which had proved ext r emel y sens i t i v A in 
1933, had a smaller area . Over each ~ i ng the fract i on of 
the span corresponding to the split flap, is 60 per c ent 
against 40 percent for the aileron, while in 1933 the p ro-
portions WAre , respectivelY2 54 percent and 46 . percent f o r 
the trailing-e~ge ' flap , of the aileron. 
Mr . Riffard did not attempt to provide a s i mu l taneous 
aileron control, since the thinness of the airfoil already 
made it difficult to house a single aileron contro l on the 
inside . 
The split flaps proved remarkably eff i c i ent on . the 
symmetrical biconvex airfoils . With such airfoils , in 
fact, having a straight · center line, the flap sett ing en-
tails a much greater curvature change of this med i an l in e 
than with an airfoil that is already incurved ; the Cz i s , 
in particular, a function of the mean curvature . Bes i des , 
the split flaps interfere less with the air stream at the 
tail than trailing-edge ~laps . 
It may be noted in passing that the wi nd tunnel should 
give about 20 percent less lift and much h i gher drag for 
the thin airfoils . Mr. Riffard st~tAd, i n fact , that the 
actual .speed attained by his entr±es exceeds the anticipat -
ed speed ,: and that the setting in flight (est i mated 'by eye, 
it is true) , is less than the calculated setting . The . 
C. 450 a .nd. C. 4EO flew therefore at a much lowe r Cx than 
the wind~tunnel data stipulated (fig . 5 ). 
The position of the resultant established i n the wind 
tunnel , on the other hand, does not correspond to the ac-
tual position . The airplane had been centered at 30 per-
CAnt . Counting, as customary , with an aerodynamic result -
ant located at 25 percent from the leading edge, the sta-
bilizer was given a cortain setting in order to make it 
support part of the load . Then one was obliged to reset 
the stabilizer to zero again, as a result of which the cen-
ter of pressure was shifted beyond 25 percent of the chord . 
Lastly, the tip sections of the wings of the C. 450 and 
460 had been modified (sharper leading edge) i n order to 
reduce the lift and to minimize the vortices on the wi ng 
tip . 
E.-:9:.§.§.l~K§' ·- Th"e width and heicht were reduced 50 mm 
( 1 • 97 in . ), 2 5 mm (0 . 98 in . ) 0 n each sid e • The po r t io n 
lying between the wings was consequently narrowed 25 mm, 
r 
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leaving a total area of 7 . 50 m2 (80 . 73 sq . ft .). 'The to -
tal wing area of the C. 460 was; thus, 6 . 97 m2 (75 s q . ft . ) 
- 0 . 07 m2 (0 . 7 5 s q . ft . ) = 6 . 90 m 2 (74 • 27 sq . ft . ) ( fig: 6) . 
Drag reduct i on .- Th e total drag of the 0 . 360 may be 
estim;t;d-;t-l-:-77~--of which 0 . 8 is attributable to wings, 
0 . 4 to fuselage , wheels and fairings , et c.; fo r the 0 . 450 
it wa s 1 . 6 . 
The ga in of 0 . 17 percelit over that of the 0 . 360 was 
the result of the followilig refinements : 
8 pe rcent smaller naximuD diane t e r of fuselage . 
1 6 percent sma ller ;_1a xiDuI:l. d i anete r of tires : 420 by 
1 80 mD instea d of 500 by 150 DID (1 6 . 54 by 7 . 09 in . 
in s teQd of 19 . 69 by 5 . 9 in . ). 
Surface oil cooler in place of cooler wi th separate 
air int ake . 
SO De refinemelit s Oli th e ~ ing tips . 
As conborns the lo ss of c h aree resulting froD the 
cooling a ir circulat ion in the fuselag o, it is not as ~1 i gh 
as the ilicrease in p ower seeDed to indicate . 
As the total h ors ep ow e r had been r a i sed f ro m 1 60 hp . 
to 310/ 325 hp . , i t should have been necessary to double 
the air scoops for an i dent ical speed ( 330 kn/ h = 205 mi . / 
hr . ) but , as the ant icipated s peed was h i ghe r, one d id , 
theoretically, at least - the ai r feed being proportional 
to it - increase the sections only about 45 pe rcent . 
Now as these sections ~ad been increased only 20 pe r-
cent, t ~e cooling at 390 km/ h ( 242 . 3 mi . /hr . ) was Dare 
than a mp le, as alrea dy pointed out , on the occasiolis of 
Delnott e t s and Mass otte ' s speed records ov e r a 100 km 
( 62 . 1 mile) track, December 20, 19 33 and Ja nuary 7 , 19 34 
(L t A~ronaut ique, ~o . 175, pa ~ e 29 1) . The fins seened to 
be better "wiped ll by t:i.le air at :-a i gh spee d . Th e cylinder 
temperature was very low ; it rang e d between 110 an d 120 0 • 
Th is is ver y encouraging for it brings the design of mu ch 
more p owerful en g i ne s so ~u ch closer TI ithin th e realm of 
actual i ty . 
Q.~'!2:.~!:.~~_~§'Q. .- The t Lr Ge C. 460 airl)lanes a re i'clentical 
with the C. 450 except fo r the Oha rl e stop retractable l an d-
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iug gea r . The added we ight is about 25 pounds ; tires, 420 
by 150 mm (1 6 . 54 by 5 . 9 in . ) (f ig • 7) . 
The increased d r ag, wbich allows the retract i on of 
the landing gea r , amounts to 4 percent . Th e total drag, 
not including tIe cool ing , drop s for th e C. 450, f r om 1 . 6 
to 1. 2 ; with the cooling, it should be 1 . 65 to 1.70 . ( See 
fig s. 8 , 9, an d 10 . ) 
Caudron Equ ipment 
.Q~~~~Q.!l_.Q.!...1Q.Q. __ ~!l~_.Q.!...~.~Q. • - Rena u 1 t 3 10 hp . eng in e s : 
Mess i e r shock absorbers on the C. 460 an d Charlestop shock 
abso r be rs on the C. 450 ; Palmer tires and wheels, Barit a ud 
fuel tanks, K.L . G. spark plug s, Jaeger tache eter, Amyo t 
oil-pr essure gages , A . M. pumps , Le'lY fire ext i::1g"'J.ishe rs, 
C .I . ~ .A . Petroflex tubing, Ratier a uto ma tic p ro pel lers, 
Aviorex safet y belt, Badin-A~ra flight indicat or , J aeger 
clocks , Shell ga soline (special) , and Castrol oil . 
Q.§:'~~~Q..!l_Q..!...~§'~ .- Regnier 210 IIp. engines : Charlestop 
:'and i ng gear , Goodrich tires, Lo dge spark plugs , ,'!orel 
:r ilmelior magne tos, A. H. pumps, C. LlA. A . Petrofle:{ tubing, 
Bend ix-Stromberg carburetor, Amyot oil t her mometer and ~a­
noneter, Jae ge r tachometer, Levasseur varia b l e- p itch p ro -
peller , Morel- Krauss co mpass , Badin-Aera fli ght indicat or, 
and Jaeger clock . 
Q.~~~~Q.!l_Q..!...1~Q._~~~_Q..!...Q.~Q. .- These a re mo de r n versions 
of the C. 450 and C. 460 , incorp orating split flap s and con-
trollable p ro pel ler . T e landing gear is of the canti lever 
type as on the C. 450 . 
Q.~~~~Q..!l_Q..!...1;3_Q. - ItRafale-Competitionll .- The ~'T ing (9 m2 
(96 . 9 sq.ft.») i s an enlar~ement of the C. 450 , wi th the 
same aspe ct ratio ( 6 . 6), but the a irfo il has a hi gher lift . 
The maxlmum speed was 325 kn/h (202 mi./h r. ) and the cruis-
ing range , (2 80 l::m/h (17 4 n i./hr .)) is 62 0 miles . The Ben-
gali Spo rt eng ine develops 150 hp . at 2 ,400 r . p . m. 
Q.§:'~~~Q..!l_Q..!...Q.~Q. - "Rafale-Sportll .- Th is ai rpla ne h a s a 
wing area of 12 rna (129.2 s q . ft.) , resultinG in 34 kg (75 
lb .) g r eate r we i gh t : 7 kg (15 . 4 lb . for the tail, and 25 
kg (5 5 . 1 lb . ) for the wing . The power p lant is the same 
as in the C. 430 . liiaximun spee d, 300 _::m/h (186 . 4 Die /hr . ) 
and a cru ising range of 1, 000 km (621 . 37 mil e s) a t 260 km/h 
(1 62 mi . /hr . ) . The 12 m2 , 9 rna , and ev e n 7 rna (75 . 3 sq . ft .) 
TI ings a re interchangeable. 
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~~~~~~~_~~!~~ .- A Charl e s t op retractable landing g ear 
is being in s talled i n the c.4 60, with t h e intention of 
br e a~ in g the s pe ed record of 10 0 k m ( 62 .1 mil e s) and 3 km 
( 1. 8G n il e s) ( 4~n . 65 a nd 4 98 . 8 2:m/h = 268. 2 a nd 310 mi./hr.). 
The f irst record, he ld by De l n o t te, was established on a n 
airp l a ne with fixed l a nding g e a r and a n e ng ine de v e lo p ing 
only 310 h orsep o wer . ~ith l a n d ing g ear retra ct ed an d t he 
p o ss ibilit y of d rawin g so me 25 h orsep ower a dd itiona l fro m 
t he eng in e , s peed s o f fro m 48 0 to 490 km/h ( 298 t o 30 4 mi./ 
h r .) f or 100 k o, a n d fro n 50 5 to 510 k mjh ( 31 3 . 8 to 317. 0 
ro i./h r . ) f or 3 km, are anticip a ted. 
I V. CO l!1PER II STREA:r ll 
ij1 h e IIS t reak ll , en t e red by F ligh t Lieu t enant Co mper , d i el 
n ot lave- l'rn c h c han ce in t he ra ce ( f i b ' 11) . Fi t te d with a 
Gi p s y Iviajor of Jut - 0 . 12 5 l it e rs ( 37 3 . 8 c u . i n .) c apacit;yr, 
and 1 45 ~'l or s ep oi7 e r, i t ha d a wi nG ar ea of more t h an 1 Illz 
(10 . 7 6 sq . f t .) g r eate r t ha n t hat of th e Caud ron e n tri e s . 
The IIStr ealc ll r eal ly co u l d pas s r a t he r f or a fa st sing l e -
s ea t s p ort a irp l an e : op e n cockpi t, whee ls partially r e tract -
ab l e , ta il s:: id n ot faire d , a il er o n c Oilt rol by rods a n d l e -
ve rs - a l l the se fa c t ors r edu c e the s peed . Th e n , it ha s n o 
fl ap s no r va ri a"b l e - p it ch p r opel l e r, bu t is f it t ed wi th whee l 
b r akes , and it ha s a cr u isi ng r ang e of 1 , 60 0 km ( 9 9 4 mil e s) . 
Tw o oxcello jl t dcscrip t t ons o f t' H) II s treal'::11 lla ve b een 
pu b l i she d in Til e Ae r op lane, Ap ril I B , and in Fli ght, Ap ril 
19 , 1934 . 
&.9..~ip~§.~i .- Dowty shock ab s orbers , Dunlop whe els an d 
ti r e s, Bend ix br ak es , Fa ir ey p r opel l e r, Th o mson- 300th by 
cowl i ng c l i p s , K . L . G . s p ark p lug s, Se ith i n strume n ts ; 
turn- and- bank i nd ic a tor, a nd a Re id an d Si g rist p itch lev e l . 
V. P OTEZ 532 a~d 533 
The Pote z COLlpa:1Y ha d two e~' tr i e s, d e ve lope d fro m t h o 
P o t ez 53 , the wi nne r of the f ir st Deut sche de l a Meur t he 
r D. c e : t 11 e 532 (f i g • 1 2 ) an cl t ~l e "::33 . T 11 ere a d e r i s r 0 fe r r e d 
t o L TA6ro naut i qu o , Ju l y 1 933 , paGe s 1 5 1 - 1 5 4 , fo r a d e s crip -
t i on of t yp o 53 . The 19 33 p ower p l a~t wa s a Potoz 9 B, de-
veloping 3 10 h or sep o wer. The co r r e su o n d i ng fi gures f o r t ~e 
1934 uo ~ els a r e 365 ~orsep o w er at 2 , ~0 0 r . p . m. 
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EQ.i~~_~~~ .- · The type 532 is similar to last year 1s 
mode l, but has been clea ned up in an attempt to gain a few 
mi les pe r h011-];, . The wing area has been sli gh tly in c reased, 
·from 7. m2 (75 sq . ft . ) to 8 m2 (8 6 sq . ft .). The wing tips 
are thinner, the span was increased from 6 . 65 m ( 21 . 8 ft .) 
to 7.20 m (23. 62 ft . ) . The fuselage modif~cation cons i sted 
in lengthening the elliptical sectidn rear p ortio n , making 
the total len~th 5 . 90 m (19.3 ft . ) instead of 5 . 40 m, ( 17 . 7 
ft.) ( f i g s . 13 and 14) . 
Wheels with 500 by . 150 mm (19 . 69 by 5 . 9 in . ) tires " 
wer e substituted for t~e 420 by 180 mm (16 . 54 by 7 . 09 in .) 
used last year. This has enabled the wheels to be more 
completely lodged in the wing . Tho retraction is practi-
cally complete, except for ~art of the fork and it was 
faired in. The cab in windsh ield was lengthened in the 
front . The roof of t he cabin is held by two s h ock - absorber 
cords hooked over two half pu lleys; a slight pressure with 
the thumb releases it . The ventilating p ipe of the pilot Ts 
cockpit is faired in by a fl~t rib extending from the wind-
shield forward, and empties above the N.A . C. A . cowling . 
The pi lot can regu late the supply of air by a valve . In 
last year's model the fai ring of the pi lot ' s coc1.""J)it did 
not eAt end to the fin. Trai ling- edge flaps have b oen fit -
tod botween the fuselago and tho ailerons . ( Se o fig . 15 .) 
EQ.~~~_~~~ . - The 533 resembl e s in its g enera l lines 
tho 532 modol, but has a sli ghtly smaller wing area , a 
g reater power plant, and a Ratior automatic propeller. 
Compared with the type 53 of 1933, the modifications are 
as follows: 
~i~g .- Increa sed wing ar ea, from 7 . 20 m2 to 7.60 m2 
(77.5 to 8 1. 8 sq.ft . ), and a spec t ratio from 6 . 65 m to 
7.10 m (21 . 8 ft . to 23 . 3 ft . ) . Fu ll- span aileron s and 
flaps , n~wly designed wing fillets, decreased re ~ativ e 
thickness at wing tips (fig . 1 6 ) . 
:Jr.~§.~1.§:.g,~ . - Th e fu s e lag e is lcn::.ge r than in 19 33 , 1m t 
less than for the 532 ruodel ; 5 . 72 m (18 . 77 ft . ) instead of 
5 .40 m (17.7 ft . ) . Its dia meter was reduced by 50 cm (19 . 7 
in.) (fig. 17) . 
Aft of the rear lo nge ron t Ole construction is of the 
monocoque type, which o akes for better wing fillets and 
fairings. a s wel l as a reduction in size of the su c cess-
ive coupl es • . Th e ' pil otT s seat wa s. 'dropped to the bot t om 
of the fuselage"w~ich puts h is head lower . The 500 by 
150 whee ls allow a :,lOre co mp le t e retraction h1 the wing . 
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Wind- Tunnel Tests of Ring Cowling (figs . 18- 20 ) 
The Potez design section tested th r ee different fuse-
lages (Nos . 1 , 2, and 3) (fig . 18) with five types of ring 
cowling (cowls A, B, C, D, a nd E) . Outwardly, C is identi-
cal ~ith B , but it is fitted with inside baffles . Eac~ 
cowl, dside from its identifying letter, is defined by i ts 
length- diameter ratio L/D . To illustrate : the three Al 
points i n figure 17 g ive the results with fuselage No . 1 
and cciwling A; for the Al, farthest to the left , the l ength 
of the cowl equaled 45 percent of its diameter; for the 
middle point, 60 pe r cent , etc . Forty some tests were mad e, 
of which only a few are shown . The mean drag T (in g r ams ) 
is plotted against the length- diameter ratio L/D for a 
10 ro/s (32 . 8 ft . /sec . ) tunnel speed. The equation of this 
straight line is T = 1 . 04 To ( 4 . 5 - 3 . 5 ~) . To = 23 . 6 g 
(0 . 052 lb . ) represents the drag of the fuselage alone . 
It is seen that the drag beco me s less as the nose of the 
cowl becomes longer . 
k~~&tQ_~f_~~~l .- Vith very long nose cowls , the com-
plete fuselage and eng ine cowled in reveals practically 
the s a me drag as a well streamlined solid without inside 
circulation (figs . 21 to 24) . In particular , the closing 
of the entry of the covl, as well as its a nnular exit open-
ing, does not reduce t~e drag; the circulation of the air 
inside does not appear to set up any additional drag with 
a very long nose cowline . Now the turbulence of the flow 
around the cylinders, etc ., r epresents qu ite a drag . If 
the latter does not appear, it is because the circulation 
around the profile of the cowling - the circulation which 
exists only ~hen tho floTI is produced on contact of the 
two sides of the wing - lust s ive an ae rodynamic reaction 
R , directed toward the outside, whose horizontal compo -
n ent, having the sanse of a thrust, balances within narrow 
experimental limits the drag due to inside roughness . 
~Bc:.:[Lh~§.. .- · The draG of sufficiently Ion s cowlings mani-
fests itself the same, regardless of the design and pos i -
tion of baffles, so that the selection of baffles needs 
only to be g over~ed by the coolin~ re qu irements . This 
result, at first surprising, is i mp licitly contained in 
the conclusions of the p receding paragraph, conformable to 
wh ich the closing of the entrance and exit openings of the 
cowls does not lower t he drag, provided the nose of the 
co ~l is long enough . The internal baffles may be consid-
ered as more or less efficient shutters . 
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The ' above interpretations as well as many other inter-
esting statements were given by Mr . Jarry, Directo r of Re-
search of the Potez Company, dur i ng a conference held last 
May at Lille, on the occasion of t~e inauguration of the 
Institute for Fluid Mechanics . 
Body- Wing Fillets of the Potez 53a (figs . 25 and 25 A- E ) 
The body- wing ' fillets appear tb be inte r est i ng only 
for flig11t at high angles o'f attack . L~t us compare (f ig . 
25A) the polars of an airplane' wit~ th i ck monoplane win5 
obtained with and without fillets : They are substantial l y 
coincident in the zone AB at low angles of attack , which 
correspond to high speed , but theY diverge for h i gh Cz . 
The polar without fillet has a comparatively low ~ax­
imum Cz with a sudden drop in llft; contrariwise , the 
polar with fillets reacbes significant t z with a stret ched-
out maximum . In certain types of airplanes the fillets are 
therefore of importance only for flight at large angles , 
particularly at landing . 
So far a~ s~eed is concerned, these fillets are rath-
er an impediment : They must be visualized as replacing in 
each section an airioil well ' defined by ' the more or less 
round contours, for which the wind tunne l has heretofore 
no recognized place of sati~fa~tory streamlining . The 
Lockheed company, for instance , has stated that i ts tw in~ 
e;'1gine Electra is almost 3 miles per hour faste r without, 
than with fillets . This may equallY be the case with the 
Potez entries, which fly at Cz = 17 percent . The foll owing 
may aid in understanding the operating mechanism of fillets . 
Take a wing alone with a spanwise lift distribution 
as shown by the elliptical curve C of figure 25B . The 
insertion of a fuselage in the middle of the wi ng distu r b s 
this distribution and gives a curve of interrupted distri-
,bution - perhaps of the shape of C I (fig . 25C) . The re-
sult is a loss of lift substantially proportional to t~e 
negatively shaded area - a loss of lift which is more an-
noying at landing , and at take- off than at high speed, 
where Cz is always superabundant . A well - designed fil -
let re-establishes the Cz curve and transforms i t some-
what as CII (fig . 25D). 
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Wing Fillets of the potez 533 (figs . 26 A-E) 
One important conception for the design of fillets 
is that of divergence. The phenomenon is particularly no-
ticeable with conical fusela~es, such as the Potez. The 
air filaments, striking the edge of the cowling, do not 
endeavor to pass along the fuselage, despite the annular 
blast p roduced by the exit ring. On the contrary, they 
diverge in profile (fi g . 25E) and in plan (fig. 26A) in 
such a way that the rear 0 f the fus e l age is immer s ed ill, a 
disturbed zone. And it is this zone wh ich, when becoming 
enlarged toward the tail, sets up, on contact with the 
t ail sur f ace s, the s 0 - call e d "t a i I bu f f e tin g . II 
This divergence recalls the separation of flow noted 
in a diffuser whose angle on the top exce eds 7 0 ( fig . 26B). 
It is said that if this coning angle is reduced to 7 0 by 
resorting to filling volumes, the separation no longer 
occurs (fig. 26C). It is tho same in the case of the air-
plane. The elimination of the zone of d isturbance with a 
fillet (shaded areas in figs. 26D and 26E ) obliges the 
air stream to hug the wing roots without separating. 
A we ll- desi~ned fillet should prov i de for divergence 
in plane and profile . A trailing edge in dihedral merely 
se ems to compensate the dive r gence in plane only, whereas 
a rounded tr a iling edge also takes into account t~e di-
vergence in prof ile. It is p ointed out that lat est re-
searches attempt to consider also the twist of the propel-
ler slipstream. Logically, the two fillets of a wing 
should be dissymmetrical for a sing le-engine airplane. 
After this digression, we r etu rn to the description 
of the Potez 533. Referring to the fuselage, the longitu-
dinal an d plan fo r ms, connected by reference lines carry-
ing the number of transverse sections from 0 to 6, are 
shown in figure 21: at left, transverse sections with lon-
g itudinal sections A,B , C (vertical) and D,E,F (horizontal); 
at right, diagram for drawing frames 3 to 6 . Section 0 
is a circle with 840 mm (33.1 in.) diameter , the other be-
ing form e d by four circular a~C3 tangent two by two . For 
example, section I cO:lsists of the j 'oining of a circle of 
r ad ius R with two circular arcs of radius r = 36 5 mm 
(14.37 in .); section 2 , of a circle of radius Rt with 
two circular arcs of r ! = 180 mm (7. 09 in . ). The plot -
ting of the a rcs for sections 3 to 6 is indicated by the 
figure at the ri gh t and by the rear part of the plan view . 
Five types of fillets were tested in the wind tunnel for 
the Potez 533 . 
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Tail_.§.~.!:'[9£.§_ £. .- Slightly reduced as a resu l ·t· of· the 
lengthened fuselage , so that the moment remains the same . 
EQ.?!:'~!:-p'1.~~~ .- The 0 11 c·oole.r under: the fuselage was 
repla.ced b,y a cooler of Helde.d aluminum tubes ,mounted 'L1 
front of the cylinders and forming a deflElct6~ . . A long-
nose . cowling . T4e alterations enabled a 2 pe r cen t reduc-
tion i:i1dr8:g , thus resulting ,in 'a gain of 10 percent com-
p a red with t~e 53 of 1933 , despite t~e u 6 re stringent 
take~of'f 'and land i ng tests . 
Equipment of the Potez 53,2 and 533 
. ' 
EQ.we!:._n.1.~~i .- Type 9 Bb 350 hp . en(; i ne ; A . ~~ . pumps , 
Zenith carburetor, C . I . M. A. Petroflex tubing , Aiv.az o'il 
coole r ·, R. B. Voltex magnetos, Avia spark p l ugs, , ~a Pyr:o -
m~~rie I~dustrielle , type engine thermo~eter , Amyot oil-
pressure indicato r, Eourdon mano,mei:;er , LevassElu,r f i xed' 
p itch propeller on thi Potez 532, and a ' Rat~er automat i c 
propell.e r on the 533, Levy fire extinguisher , Mess i er o.leo-
pneumatic shock absorbers, Goodr,ich whe'e ls and tires , Av i o- ' 
nine-Duco dope, Eadin .flight ind i cator, and Aera compass 
(figs . 27 to 29) . 
VI . GHARLESTOP RETRACTAELE LANDIfWGEA,RS Oli!' THE C. 460 
They were of the fork type . Each fo r k, mounted on 
uniyersal join~ near t~e front longeron , is made to p i vot 
rearward and upward ,by Deans of a lower lifting j ack Vi 
(fig. 30) and upnard a nd toward t~e cente r about an axis 
p a rallel to the flight direction by means of an upper 
lifting jack Vs' The first rotation clears the wheel dur -
ing retraction, the second retracts it into the TIheel well . 
Th e j a ck~ are op~rated by o i l pressure (fig . 31 ). After 
r e tractio~ t h e openings are partly closed by tbe flanges 
c a rrying the landing gear a nd par~ly by the automatic fair-
i n g p late s ... 
, The Charlestop system compr i pes (fig . 30 ) an oil p ump 
P wh ich as p ires the oil at a i nto the tank R (short 
arrows) and discharges it in r - middle cO:'ll1ection of dis-
tributor D - when valve r ' is closed, or in cyl i nde r E 
when r ' is open . In principle, the pump serves only t o 
fill the cylinder E . The c y linder J3 const i tutes the 
energy accumulator of the s y stem . A f r ee· piston divi des 
it into two chambers : one recc i vilg the 01 1 under pressure 
from the pumps ; ~he other being filledl"ith compressed a ir. 
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! .. . 
The mechanic raises the pressure up to 100 kg/cma , which 
requires from 15 to 20 minutes of pump i ng . 
,The cylinder is large enough for two raising an'd'low-
ering operations, after which the pressure drops to 50 kg/ 
cma (701.2 lb . /sq.in.), wh ich still leaves a safe margin 
of 10 kg/cma • 
Tlle distributor D, mounted on the tank , has three 
connections: r, for the pump pressure ( whe n r' is closed), 
or the cylinder ,pressure (Ilhen r ' is open and the pump not 
operating), and d and e connecting with the oil intake 
po,rts: d t , for lower i ng, a'nd e t , for retrac'ting , on the 
lifting jacks . Tank R contains fresh air . 
M~i~Q.9:._Q.f~!:.~i?_i~&_~!l9:_:l<2..~~!:.:~:.1l& . - 0 n 1 y a s imp 1 e t urn 0 f 
a valve is necessary after the cylinder has b een filled . 
R§..i!:'~Q.iiQ.~ .- Hove the handle of distributor D into 
position e, which connects e with r, then open r t. 
The oil under pressure flows back from B into the pipes 
(full lines following the long arrows in cont i nuous dashes) . 
The pressure reaches t~e jacks Vi and Vs but it first ac-
tuates Vi because its piston is larger than that of Vs; 
the wheel itself has a tendency to tip rearward under the 
effect of the relative wind . Lastly, the weight and the 
arms of the levers are such as to require less force to 
move - Vi than Vs ' Thus Vi absorbs the \'/hole energy 
during the first instants of pressure expansion in the 
cylind ~r B . Vi contr a cts 98 mm (3 . 86 in . ) , which ta~es 
about 3 seconds of a total of 5 seconds, during which the 
maneuver lasts, then it stops without being locked . 
Subsequently, the whole pressu re is available for 
Vs which, strictly speak ing, does the raising . The oil , 
expelled from the chambers of the jacks, flows into the 
pipes (heavy dashes), reaches distributor D at d, and 
flows back into the tank . After raising, all connection 
between cylinder and jacks is interrupted by closing r l. 
No mechanical locking has been provided for the raised 
position . Ordinarily the oil pressur e holds the wheels 
in- Ulat position, but if, after a certain time, tho pros-
sure should drop , as shown on the pressure gage in the 
cockpit, a few strokes of the pump suff i ce to correct it . 
Th e pressure should be kept between 30 and 70 kg/cma 
(426 . 7 and 995 . 6 lb . /s q . in . ) . 
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. '12-!!.§.!:..i~g;.- ' S'et ·distributor handle to , d and open r!. 
The oil flows f.rom' B to D B;nd passes through ·the pre-
vious lines in opposite direction (lonb arrows with 
" dashes) . Upun reaching t~e , end of extension L the Jacks 
a re au tomatically lock ed . The pilot is advised of the 
lo'cking by , four si gna l l 'i ghts on , the, in,stru)llent ,board -
one light for each jack. 
DesQription and Operation of Lifting, Jacks 
We o n ly lies 'cri be the upper lifti'ng ja ck . V s (fig. 
3 1) , .s'inc'e it is ide~tical with t::l e lower jack ~i ex-
c'ept for the locl:::ing of' V.s aft 'er ' retraction. The jac~ 
cOi.ls ists of two rods T and T'; '1:' is mounted in T by 
a screw v with four threads of 15 rom .(0. . 59 in .) diame-
t e r a n d 20 mm (0. 7 8 i'n .• ) .p i t c h . E a c h ro d c ar r i e s a gu ide 
k 'ey : ' K, for T, let fo r T' . K is of sufficient length 
to pre vent T from turning, , while K' , ~s designed to be-
co~e fre~ at the', ~nd of the cpntraction ~6 allow locking. 
A plu~ge r P integ r al l ith T divi de s t~e . inside of V~ 
iilto t wo chambers, .C and C' , " wh ich alter nately receive 
t~l e .p re s sure of t ,he oil: co nn ection e ' , for raising, and 
d t for lowering . T I actuates tIle arm which p rolongs the 
la~d ing gea r fo rk (~ in fig . 30) by mean s of stirrup c, 
wh ich forms the end of Tn . 
R~~!:,~.Q.~i2..~_t~_!.~~~'!.~i2-!!.) '- 'The oil, upon reaching e .', 
ent er s c hamb e r C' and co mpr~s ses p, while the oil in 
a ' flows to the distri~utor and tarik via d t and d. T 
mov es fo the right wi thout turning . T', locked length-
wi s e in V (fig . , 31, right, below), cannot turn round it-
self; it is screwed into T, through v, until seated 
in t~e bo t tom of the rod after 5 mm travel . 
When , T ' seats in T, T ' has tu rned 90°, and V, 
w~ich also has tu rned 90°, is in free position . T ' be-
ing at this inst ant int eg r a l with T, is pushed toward 
the right. V detaches from the opening of its seat and 
~~y K' slips i n its gu ide (fiS . 31, left, bottom) . 
There is no blockin g at the en d of the stro~e . The pres-
sure of the oil balances, as stated pr evio us ly, the weight 
of the landing gear. 
kQ.~'§.!:..i~e;, .- The oil und e r pr e ssure enters t~1Tough d ' 
into CT; since ' T I cannot turn (K ' guided), T and T ' 
pull t~e whole toward the lef t. At the instant K ' l e aves 
its gu idance, V is before its seat . , Since T may slide 
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ha c~: but not tu rn, iV~lereas T I sto pped long itudinally 
by V, Dar 0111~' turn while slid i ng back , jVu nscrews 5 !llll 
(0 . 2 in .) an d V locks at 90 0 , wh ich closes an electric 
contact wit h the mass o n key KI i n the last 50 of rota-
tion (s ee sect ion YY , fig. 31, top) for posting on the in-
s t r urJlen t "'00 a rd . 
The adv antages of the Charlestop oleo~~neumatic dri v e 
are as follow s: 
Poss ibility of effect ing co mp lex movenents, difficult 
to execute by purely mechanica l mean ~. The land i ng gear 
is ecl i psed rearward and upward toward the cent e r; both 
operation s a r e distinct . . 
Qu ickness of maneuver: 5 seconds fo r r ai sing and 3 
seconds for lowerin~ in the C.4 60. 
Simplic i ty of drive . The p ilot n~ed s to mak e only 
one movehent for raising or lower i ng, nane ly: open a valve . 
The weight of one upper lifting ja c~ Vs ' is 2 . 5 
pound s. The i~creased weight, due to the retraction sys-
tem , is about 27 pounds . 
The Cha rl estop retractable landing gea rs were, as a 
matter of fact , not mounted on the three C. 460 airplanes 
It appea rs that the h inges A (fig . 30 ) had flattened 
out du ring the tests on the g round , resulti ng, dur i ng ·the 
rotations of the forks, in stresses not foreseen in the 
design of the ja ck s and consequently, in dange r of jamming 
while being operated . 
Th e chan ces of seizing would have been even less if 
the l i quid empl oyed in the l if ting jacks had had adequate 
lubricatinc p ower . In fact , the pipe l in es we r e fil l ed 
with an oil used fo r brake gea rs - an oil for w~i ch , ab o ve 
anyth ing else, a low free z ing point is des irable . 
The added stresses on the jack s because of the hinges 
A, thus augJ:!1ented the f ricti on i n the p is tons and the mu l-
tithreaded screws, excessively . To replace the h inge s and 
to overhaul the whole oleo - pneumatic system on t~e eve of 
the race , was i mp ossible . ~ence the Caudron and the Char les 
companies v e ry wisely deci de d to remove the jacks alto -
gethe r arid subst i tute pu s h rods . The makesh ift fa iring s 
were decided upon a few hour s before the r a ce . The sp e ed 
of the C. 4 60 was lowered about 35 to 40 km/h ( 22 to 25 mi. / 
h r.) as a result . 
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The last-minute elimination of the retractable landing 
geais on ~h~ C~udron entries, has given rise to a certain 
deception : the average speed of the winne r had to be a 
g~Q d .10 0 · km/h (62 . 1 mi . /hr .) faster than that of D~tr~ in 
1933 . . 
The Oharlestop compar.y employed a novel system of sig-
nals for showing the pilots of t~e 0 . 460 the position of 
the landing gears . Two square I - meter panels were placed 
near the finishing line: a pane l for each wheel . The code 
w~s as follows (fig . 32) : 
Wh i t e squar e s: 
Red squal" e s: 
Green squares : 
1 white and 1 red: 
landing gear down 
landing gea r raised 
both halves half down 
TIheel down on green side 
a n d raised on red side . 
This novel idea may be employed more frequently, even on 
airports, once the retractable landing gear has como into 
more general use . 
VII . THE RATIER AUTOMATIC PROPELLER 
The outstanding featUre of this propeller is the in-
Geniou s solution of anchoring the blades by helicoidal 
ball bearings . 
The centrifugal force tends to pull the blade out of 
its socket . Consequently, if the blade r oot is not mount -
ed on a socket, as with an ordinary ball bearing, but on a 
thread - and even by screwing on balls so as to reduce 
friction - the thread forces the blades to tu rn a round 
themselves . This turning tends to raise or lower the 
pitch , according to whether the screw tu rns in one or the 
other direction . Besides , the blade obeys the pivoting 
constraint more readily as the thread becomes more verti-
cal. 
The centrifugal forc~, ~side from i ts tendency to 
pullout, wh ich is a function of the total uass of the 
blade , set s up a so - called II blade torque, 11 wh ich t ends to 
rotate the blade about its own axis - a tor que wh i ch de-
pends upon the distribution of this mas s and therefore on 
the blade design , the urvature of the neutral axis , etc . 
This torque has a well- defined direction . To employ 
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an aerodynamic simile : The p ro pel l e r tends to " feather " 
frpmthe mass po int of view; that is to say, at stat ic 
tluust it tends to bring the raea n plane . of it s blades i n-
to the plane of rotation, and in flight, to d ispose it 
probably , in the plane tangen t to the helicoidal path de-
scribed . The to r que tends to lowe r the p it ch . 
Ratier 1 s method of hel icoida l anchoring , has enabled 
h im to obtain, with an appro p riate d ir ect ion and pi t ch of 
the thread , components equal in di rection of this thread 
and opposite ~o the centr ifuga l fo r ce and the torque of 
the blade (fig . 33) . The result is - ve shall disregard 
.· the secondary factors : aerodynam i c reactions , etc . - that 
the p r opeller is in a sort of neutra l equ i librium, and the 
rotation of the blades about tbeir own axis may be co n- " 
~rolled with little effo rt, whet~er fo r raising or lower-
i ng tbe pitch . 
The mounting of balls between the path s wh i ch const i-
tute the thread g ive the hel icoi dal ancho r age an aspect of 
' mechanical refinement, but does not alter the principle of 
functioning . 
I n the or i gina l Ratier propelle r the pilot cont r olled 
the p itch setting by means of a set of gea rs and racks. 
This was subsequently changed to an elect ric moto r witb 
high ' reduction-gear ratio and finally, to automatic con-
trol to relieve the pilot of all responsibil it y (fig . 34) . 
The numbe r of par ameters from which automatic control 
may be obtained i s cons i de r able : r . p,m., pOTIer, attitude , 
and speed . One may, conceivably , design an automatic con-
trol which allows for tbese three factors, but it probably 
will involve distu r bin g complications . But fortunately, 
the problem lends itself to modif~cations . Thus, for the 
airplanes ente r ed in the race, the altitude and the r . p . ro . 
were assumed constant , leaving only the speed as sign i f i-
cant facto r . The se::J.sitive speed eleDen't of the Ratie r 
propeller is an anemometr ic p lat e or diaphragm . Upon 
reaching a rerta in s peed , a spr i ng located in the hub is 
r eleased and causes the pitch to incr ease . 
Figures 35A- C illustrate the Ratie r propel l e r . Fig-
ure 35A is a sectional view ; the p ortion to the right of 
ZZ conforms to the design, wh i le that to the left is 
slightly d i agrammat ical . C is the support cover of the 
rubber bag , E , the control screw for the low- and El, fo r 
the high- pitch sett ing , K , the key, 0, the case hous ing 
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, val v e V , P , t 11 e :P :i. s ton , ~ , the ' s p r in g , V , t he ru b be r 
ba~, b , the krio~-r egulat i n~ diaphragm TI , e , the shoulder 
cif the blade root , j , the clearance of the slide block 
in its passage opening , and p , the valve tip . 
The des i g n is easy to read . The blade r oot, of du r al-
umin , is seat~d in a steel colla r in which , the thread form-
ing ' one of the'ball races is cut ; t il e screw is sing18-
th r ea d ed . At the base of the root is th e roll e r bea ri ng 
for centering the blade in the hub~ S den ot es the serra-
tion of the end loc~ing sleeve . 
T1le numbe r of balls for tlle 30b to 350 h orsepower en-
g in e s of the Coupe Deutsch type is 435 per blade as com-
pa red to 8 50 in t he fi rst Ratier propel l e r of 3 . 10 m (10.17 
'ft .) diamete r, d esi g ned for a 450 horsep owe r eng in e . For 
the Potez 9 Bb cngi~e , the outward pull on end blade is 
15 met ric tOllS ( 3:), 0 69 lb .) at 2 , 500 r . p . m •. , or a pull of 
3 4 k g (75 lb .) l) e r ball . , This load may be increased to 
50 k g (110 lb . ) or even more , without revealing any sign 
of flattening o r jamming . In t h e 310 ~p . Repault , the load 
a l so i s 0 f the 0 r de r 0 f 15 ton s, bu tat 3 , 000 r . p • m. (1. 80 
m ( 5 . 9 ft .) as a~ai~st 2 . 10 m ( 6 . 89 ft .) diameto r). The 
sp oed could be raised to 3 , 500 r . p . ~ . without a dverse ef-
fect oh t h e 3 . 9 6 mm (0 . 15 G in . ) balls . 
The mechanism and operation of the auto~ati c control 
are as f 0 11 0 W s (f i g s. 3 5 a ild 3 6 ): 
The spr i ng R tends to push t~e p iston P forward , 
but a ru b b e r ba g V inflat~d with ~ ir to a pressure of 7 
to 8 kc/cm2 ( 99 . 6 to 113 . 8 lb . !sq . in.) balances the ten-
sion of R . The ' back of P is a slide i n wh ich two slots 
(one f or ea ch blad~) are cut , in wh i ch the shou lder e on 
th e b l a d 8 root , engages . 
Actually, should ,r e is not cut d ir ectly in the 
root, but in a piece of steel k e Y8d on to the root by key 
K; li~9wis~ , e doe s not en~a g A dir e ctly in the slot 
(fig . 35C) but by means of a bronze ring not shown . I t is 
se en that ~hen P and its slot shift p a r allel to the 
t h rust axis t h e s h oulder e and t h e blade are c onstrained 
to r cta t e. 
The s l ide fits with a ce rt ain clearance (fig . 35C) , 
but is laterally guided by two adjustable bronze studs . 
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This device, by slightly offsetting the slot, enables vari-
atio ns of the initial blade-setting angles and also g ives 
a working clearance. This diaphragm TI is an easy fit on 
the operating cylinder O. ~hen, as a result of the speed, 
the dynamic pressure acting on TI is sufficient, knob b-
integral with TI - bears on needle p of (an ordinary au-
tomobile valve) v . V is deflated , P moves forward, and 
the pitch increases. 
To open v requires a dynam ic pressure estimated at 
50 g per 1 kg/ cm2 pressure in V plus a fixed margin of 
100 g per 1 kg/cm2 to allow for friction . Fo r V = 7.5 
kg/cm2 , it requires a pressure of 475 g per 1 kg/cm2 , 
and for 8 . 5 kg/cm2 , one of 525 g per 1 kg7cm2 on TI. The 
diaphragm TI is round and has a diaoeter of 65 mm (2.56 
in.) . When V is inflated to 8 . 5 kg/cm2 , the speed for 
change to high pitch should be about 230 to 240 km/h (143 
to 149 ill i./hr . ) . However, it is difficult to give an ex-
act figure as the flow about the diaphragm TI is not ac-
curately Y-l1own. 
The nuts E and E' (fig. 35A) serve as piston stops . 
By tightening E in the direction of the solid-line ar-
row, the p itch can be slightly lowered, uhile by unscre~­
ing Et in direction of the dashed-line arrow, the pitch 
may be raised . E' is fitted on the end of cover C, 
w~ich fits inside the hub ; C serves as supporting cover 
0r holde r for the inflated baG . 
Figure 36 shows the disassembled pitch mechanism 
sliGhtly different from the elementary figure 35. Reading 
froD left to right : E ' is the adjustinG nut for ~igh pitch ; 
B, the stop limiting high-pitch increase (it serves for 
retarding E ' ~ E, the ~ut limiting low-pitch decrease; P, 
the piston with one of the diagonal slots in which the 
shoulder of one of the blade roots engages; R, the re turn 
spring, which returns the blades to high- pitch setting; r, 
t~8 spring clip of piano wire , hold ing the d iaphr agm D 
in place ; c, the valve-actuating cap (sa~e as knob b in 
fig . 35A); 0, support cover of inflated bag; D, the dis-
phragm (or anemomet ric p late TI , on fig . 35A) fro~ ~hich c 
project s ; 0, the operating cylinder hous i ng the valve ; V , 
the rubber bag inflated to 7 or 8 ~g/cn2 (99, 6 to 113 . 8 
Ib . /sq . in . ), 
The followinG table g ives t~e characteristics of the 
different variable- pitch ~ropeller s used in the race . 
Characteristics of the Variable-Pitch Propellers 
H 
Q) 
+> 
Q) 
@ 
• ..1 
A 
m 
Fotez 533 (Lemoine) ; 
Potez 9 bb engine, 
350 hp . at 2800 
r .p . w., on torque 
sta~d ; Rat ier propel-
ler . ...... . .. ..... .... , 2 . 10 
Caudron 460 (Delmotte), 
lLClcorIiue) , (Y.onville); 
Rena-.lt engine , 310 hp . 
at 30CO r .p .m. on 
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IThe pitch for the Ratier propellerG is that measured (0 . 60 m (1.97 ft .) ) from the thrust axis. 
2The pitch for the Ratier propellers considered best by the f l yers , but may have been changed by 
the potez company for the race 
3During first flight only. For 4 , 5 , 6 , see fo otnotes. page 3 1. 
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F iv e e~tri e s u s ed t he Ra tier auto~atic p rope l ler 
( f i g . 37) , one of wh i ch wa s the wi nne r . They function e d 
e:x!c ell entl ~r ; but for Le n oin e t s Pot e z 533 , in wh i c h t he 
d i apbr a s D . TI o e c ame dis t ort e d du ri ng a st a rt in t h e s ec-
o ~ d half of the r a ce and c au s e d h i s ~it hdrawa l f r om the 
r a c e . 
Th e Ra t i e r co mp any i~ at p r e-s e nt engage d- in per fect ing 
a p osi tive p it ch setting drive u s ing co np r e ss e d a ir . 
VI I I . THE LEVASSEUR MANUALLY OPERATED PROPELLER 
The L eva sseur p ro pe ller intende d f o r the Reg ni e r en~ 
~ ine ~a s r equ ir e d t o a~so r o i n fli ~ht, 2 10 t o 215 h or se-
p owe r at 2 , 40 0 r . p . u .; t he p r ede t e r mi n e d di amet e r wa s 1. 95 
m ( 6 . 4 ft . ) ( f i g . 3 8 ) . 
( Continue d f ro D pas e 30 . ) 
4 The 3G~ p i t ch corr e s p on d s to a s p e e d of 430 kn/ h ( 2 67 . 2 
mi . /hr . ), w~i ch the a irp lane would hav e r each e d i f the re-
t r a ctao le l a n di n g g ead had functio ned p ro perly . In fact , 
tDe p r ope ller s of t ~ e t wo C. 4 60 a irp lane s o f De l mot t e and 
i orv i lle - wh ich s houl d hav e oeen f l own a t b e t we en 380 and 
40 0- km/h ( 2 3 6 a"J.u 2 48 . 5 mi. /h r . ), tu r ns n ot includ e d - we re , 
f o r the f i r st half of the r a ce set a t 34~ , t he s ame a s tha t 
o f Arn oux . Eo r t h e seco n d s e c t i on of the r a c e , De l notte t s 
propelle r was r e set to 3 3 . 5~ , in ord e r t o en ab le the pilot 
to inc r ea se the revo l ut i on speed . Thus the resu l t i s suo-
s tant i al ly as follo ws ( the mean speed being tha t f i gur e d 
fo r one lap ) : 
d . 4 60, l an d i n g g ea r r e-
t r a cted 
~ 42 0- 430 kn/ h (2 61- 2 6 7 mi. /hr . ) 
l at 2900 r . p . ro . , s et ti ng 3 6"( . 
C. 450 , fi xe d l a nd i n g g ea r, ~' 3 8 5- 3 95 l::m/h ( 239- 245 mi. /h r . ) 
\vell fai r e d lat 2900 r . p . El ., s ett ing 3 4"( . 
C. 4 60 , fix e d l a nd i n g g e a r, r 3 75- 3 85 k D/h ( 23 3- 239 mi. /h r . ) 
ma:'.: esh i ft fa ir i n g I at 2900 r . -p . n . , s e t t i ng 3 4:y a~l d 
) 385- 395 l:D/:n ( 2 39- 245 Di. / h r . ) I a t 3000 - 30 50 r . p • D. , set t i _ g 
5 l33 05'y . 
A Ra t i e r a ut on a t i c p ro pe ll er h ad b e en p r ep a r e d f o r t h e 
Caudron 3 66 , R~gn i er e ng i~ e , fo r wh i ch , ho we v e r , a Lcvas-
S8ur con t r ol l able typ e pr op elle r wa s su b st i tuted at the 
l a s t u i nute Q 
6 Const a n t p itch p r opel l e r. 
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A soall s~ale Dodel 1 . 5 b (4 ~ 92 ft . ) iri diameter was 
tested in the Large, wind tunnel of the Issy- les- Moulineaux 
1 abo rat 0 r y '( see g rap l1., fig . 4b). : T 11 e p r ' 0 p e 11 e r use d fo r 
t~e race is now being testea in the saDe tunnel . Compari-
son of the results of tests Dade under identical test con-
ditions should yield sone interesting information on scale 
effect . In addition, distorti~ns a re to be investigated 
by the method developed by Combandant Ledoux . * 
The podel had a constant pitch of 2 . 2~ 0 (7 . 38 in . ), 
which gave a blade setting angle of 35 0 37 for the sec-
t ion at O . 5 D (1. 54 f 't ~) ~,f rOD' t 11 e hUb. T 11 e pit c h rat i 0 
was 1 . 5 . It uas run at 1 , 700 r . p . D., the tunnel speed V 
being changed up t~ 70 n/s (229.7 ft . /sec .), this enabling 
variation of ~ = nD/ V fron 0 to 1 . 65 . The oaxinuD effi-
ciency of 0 . 8 was re~ched with ~ = 1 . 15 . 
Assuning a rate of revolution in fli ght of 2 , 400 
r.p.D., the optir.1uD speed for this setting is: 
v = 1.15 X 40 X 1 . 95 = 324 ~m/h (201 mi . /hr . ) 
As t~e s pe e d of the airplane in , the race was 360 km/h (223~7 ~i . /hr . ), it may be inferred that the efficiency 
of the propelle r exceeded 80 percent, or that the pOTIer 
developed ' in flight actuall~ exceeded the stated value . ** 
The propeller was again tested at 1,7QO r . p . m. , but 
with 1 . 40 Eitch-diameter ratio, equivalent to a blade set -
, ting of 34 for the section at 0 . 50 m (1 . 64 ft . ) fran the 
axis . This time t~e efficiency roseto 83 percent for 
~ := 1.10 . 
'The T a nd j curves in figur'e 40 revealed a solu-
ti"n of ' continuity or separation whicl! must be taken as 
revealin~ a cha~ge in the conditions of flow for a certain 
value of V/nD . In other uords, for a certain critical ~ 
- - - - - - ._---------- - - - - - -- - -- - - - -- - ---- - --- ... - --------- -- - -- _._- -.-- --. , 
*Study on propeller distortions : Publicat{o~ s scientifi que s 
et techniques du Hinistore de l 'Air, no . 15 . Se ab-
stract' ,' L 'Aeronauti que No . I F. 7, page 37 of JJ ' Agrotech-
lique . 
** The first results of the tests ma d e at the 1ssy- les -
Moulineaux, on the propeller of the Coupe Deutsch, re -
vealed an 83 percent efficiency . The labo r atory, how-
eve r, gua rant ~ 9S this efficiency only within 2 percent . 
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two different eff icienc r fi gure s ~ay be obtain ed , depend-
ing upon the initi a l conditions , the turbul e nc e , etc . 
T~is ~ v a l ue doe s not refer to ~ i gh speed but may occur 
un~er conditions of climb . 
The propelle r for the race was des i gned with constant 
p itch of 2 . 75 m ( 9 ft . ) ; its p itc~l-diaI!lete r rati0 in the 
r ace was 1 . 5 . A 1.0 p itch ratio would have b een prefe r able 
but it would have cal led for eithe r a h igh e r revolution 
speed - wh i ch the eng i n e did n ot al lo~ - or a reduction in 
diamete r , and then the propel l e r wou ld not have abs orb ed 
a ll th e ava ilable powe r . The low p itch was obtained by 
rotating the blades t h rough 13 0 • The rate of revolution · 
was 2 , 400 r . p . m. (with h i gh pitch) fo r the fi rst half and 
2 , 300 r . p . m. for the last half of the rac~ , the powe r de- · 
veloped by the eng in e be ing 210- 2 1 5 a nd 205 ho r sepower, 
respectively . 
In the static test the p ropelle r t urn ed a t 2 , 300 
r . p . m. , the blades s et a t lo w p it ch , whereas it could not 
exceed 1 , 600 r . p . m. wit h the high p itch s ett ing . The gap 
of 700 r . p . n . allowe d by the p itch -cha n g ing mechan ism is 
cons id e r able . 
During the analys is of the pre limina r y des i gn t~e 
Levasseur des i g n branch included an a ir-flow component 
pa r al l el to the l ongitudina l a xis of the blade, the i dea 
be i ng that, afte r all , even when running at static thrust, 
Ll e a ir doe s not mer ely flo win the d ir e c t i o"n 0 f the tan-
gent i al speed Vt (fig . 41), but alo n g the resultant of 
Vt an~ a c e r ta i n ra d i al component i n the v eloc ity Vr 
v a r y i ng wi th the d is tance of the pa rticular se ct i on from 
the hub (cent ri fugal effect) . So the succ ess ive prof il e s 
des i gned by Levasseu r correspond to oblique sections su ch 
as XX. The cho rd- tnickness r at io is low , parti cularly 
toward the tip s , whe r e i t drops to 4 pe rc ent, or, for a 
chord of some 5 em (1 . 97 in . ) to a thickness of 2 mm ( 0 . 08 
in . ) (fig . 41 ), wh i ch is co mpa r able to the blade of a 
k n i f e • T 11 e pre s su r e fa c e s a re f 1 a t sur f ace s , t 11 e II ma x i ~um 
section" or , to be prec is e , the c1lmina.ting po int of the 
suct i on face is at almost 43 pe rc ont in contrast to t~e 
conventional 33 pe rc ent aft of the lea ding edge of t he 
blade . The rounding of the leading edge disregarded, the 
section woul~ tend to the ~lano - convex fo r m. The geomet -
ri cal torsion is only t~at resulting from the 2 . 75 m (9 
ft . ) const a nt pitch . 
The fo r wa r d·tilt of the blades (f i gs . 39 and 4 1) was 
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calculated in · such a way that the blades straighten out , 
in flight. Each ~~ction · in a propeller (~ee figs . 41 and 
42) is subjected to the centrifugal force C and to the 
thrust P, which its profile produces. The bending which 
results from P is important when rotating on a fixed 
pbint, especially for a propeller with two pitch settings, 
producing a high thrust. In flight; .where the ·revolution 
speed may attain all its value and , the ,P _decrease, the 
c~ntrifugal force suffices to straighten out the blades . 
These facts, which are well known, lead tile propel- . 
ler designers to comp8nsate the blades by giving them an 
initial tilt; usually, however, one · hesitates to bend the 
neutral fiber (axis) · as much as the design . calls for ~ 
In the Levasseur propeller, bn the other hand, t h e 
law of compensation was more strictly adhered to than 
customary, whence the noticeable forward tilt of the 
blades . I t may be pointed out that ·the compliance with 
this law of compensation makes it · possible to design. a 
thinner propeller; the thickness ratio at the blade tips 
is 4 percent as against 5-6 percent for the Ratie~ type . 
The torsion of the blade about its own axis due to the 
centrifugal f orce, was likewise allowed for, but its calcu-
lation is confusing, particularly in the determination of · 
t~le pitch of the threads of the screwed 'fittings anchoring 
t:le blades in the hub . 
fA. more simple propeller than ·the Levasseur is diffi-
cult to conceive . The blades are simply screwed into the 
two hub fittings . The p ower for raising the pitch is that 
supplied by centrifugal force . 
·The auxiliary devices include a mechanism for return-
ing the blades to low-pitch setting, an interblade connec-
tion to assure uniformity a~d s ynchronization of the pitch 
changes, and a locking and driving mechanism . 
Before g iving a description of these auxiliaries, it 
is attempted to outline the guiding principles of the de-
sign branch . The method of anchoring the blades on a 
thread is now standard and we recall the mechanism of its 
operation in dealing with the Ratier propeller . Here , for 
a given biade, is a revolution s pee d at which the centrif-
ugal forc~ exceeds the torque of the blade and this speed 
is dependent upon the pit ch of the thread . 
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.(Centr i fugal force and torque due to centrifugal 
: force are both proportional to th e square of the rate of 
revolution ; the pitch o f the anchoring thread, for uhich 
t~e forces cancel, is therefore very exactly defined and 
indepe n dent of the rat e of revolution . 
But here the friction in the threads (friction coeffi-
cient 0 . 14) and t~ e elastic returning monent add to the 
torque complex functions - some of subordinate signifi-
c an ce - not only of the r. p.m . , but also of ot he r varia-
bIos . · On the otber hand, as soon as the blade beg ins to 
turn, its torsion moment, which d epends on the mass distri-
but i on about the ref e rence axes, va r i es . 
It is thus clear that for a g iven thread p it ch, the 
unscrewing ~ot ion , which indicates a preponderance of cen-
trifugal force, is bound to occur sometime ald will always 
occur at tbe same revolution speed . Conversely, in order 
to obtain the unscrewing motion at a predeterLlined r . p . m. , 
the pitch ·of the thread must be taken into account . It 
may b e add ed that the engine vibrations favor the start of 
the pitch change . 
The p itch of the threads, howev e r , is not designed to 
produce the unscrewing mot ion but rather to effect the re-
turn t low-pitc~ setting, under the action of two rubber 
c o rds at the time the r . p . rn . bec omes lower. 
Lo ok ing at the question sche mat ica lly, Olle may say 
that in the Ratier p ropeller the centrifugal force and 
the centrifugal torsion moment balance for a certain 
thread pitch, rega rdless of the revolution spee d , while in 
the Levasseur p ro pel ler, no equilibrium exis t s except at 
a p redet e r mined r . p . m. ) 
T ~ e problem of ~e licoi dal fixation, s eemingly simple, 
requires nevertheless careful procedure and, if balls a re 
el iminat~d, so that sliding instead of rolling fri ction 
has to be considered, surpris e s have to ba reckoned with . 
The choice of lubricant was d iffi cult . It meant find-
i ng a co mme rci a l p roduct n ot l i able to gum ~nd at the same 
time with a viscosi ty (or rather the capacit y of a lubri-
c a nt, to seal the surfaces under pressur e) which does llot 
vary excessively ~ith temperature . 
The Levasseur company experimented with a score of 
substances : engi~e oils, g rea se, and even pa raffin wax. 
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The best resulte were obtained ~ith a graph i te g r ease . It 
is quite· possible - to run theprop~ller ~ithout a lub ricant ; 
indeed, thB greatest flexibility in rotation is : otta i ned 
wit~ dire~t cont~ct ; of ~tBel on duralumin, but · the ques -
tion of wear is p rob~em~tical . · · 
The ·he,lical threads, fiv.e ' in · number. assure a mple se-
curity of Daunting; ~he lead on· ths threaded parts does 
not . e~ceed 1 50 kg/co2 (2,133 . 5 Ib . / sq . in . ) · • . The thread , 
sections through the p la~es . pass~ng through the axis of 
the blade rooti are ri ght - an g le trianglBs with a horizon-
.. t a l base of about 5 mm (0 . 197 in . ) length ; their pitch ap-
pears to be 3 5 Dm (1 . 3B in.) for an ' ~utside diameter of 
t:l e g e~lerating circle of 50 mm (1.97 in . ) (on the hub arm). 
;':ention· should' also be ma de of · the difficulties en-
co u ntered in cutting the threads, due to the fact that the 
cut ter mov e s laterally at a hig h s pe ed on account of the ' 
~l ;i gh p·itch.The five threads of one arm· of the hub , for 
example. ' required 2 , 500 cutting· strokes, and for the ' whole 
p rope l ler. 10,000 . cut~; the faces are ground by hand . 
Th i s work is more delicate for the fe male. threads o f t:le 
duralunin bla d e root than for the male threads on the 
s t e e l hub a r m. 
Th e blad es are returned to l ow pitch by two rubber 
s ho ck-absorb e r cords • . The liaison , be tween blades seems to 
p r e s ent no s p ecial difficulti e s so long as all play is 
e l i minat e d. 
As conc e rns · t ~ e locking device oh the actuat i ng gear 
wh ich wi l l be developed to meet · the needs ar i sing i n each 
c as e, t~e 1&vasseur firm' is an outspoken opponen t of ball 
b ea rings a nd auto 3atic control in variable pitch propel-
l e rs, an d t he refore considers such devices as absolutely 
;L :1<l is p en s able . 
D€scripti n 
Figure 44 shows t ~ e bla d e mountin g of the Levasseur 
p r op eller wi th startin'g h a ndle n oun te d at the end of the 
hub . Each b l ade P of duralunin scr ews into a n arm B 
of th e hub . A p in A int eg ral wit h P ' extends into the 
o pening s 0 an~ a t of Band li n i t s th e an gular rotati on 
o f the blacl. e. 
Two shocl::-ab s orber cords . such as ' S , fastened. at t:l e 
peri p hery of t h e blad e root by means of a ball fitting R, 
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are stretcn.e-d WL'len t~le blades are' unsc r ewed . W~len the rate 
of revol~tion ~ and with it the centrifugal f~r c e - is Te-
duced , t~e co rds tend to screw Ponto B . 
A sl e eve M, rotatable about the .ub , ~arr i es two 
lug s wh ic:l engage' tlle ends 'of p ins' .fl, by Iaeans of two 
sw ivel joints r and r t. When P llnsc r ew~ , M rot ates 
(for exanp le , in the s a ne direction as tile hub ), about the 
hub , and at a h i gher speed than the n.ub; l.r rotat e s in 
th e opposite direction when the blades ' a r ~ ' tig~tened a g a i n , 
under the act ion of the Sl10ck - a bsorber cbrds . 
Sleeve M has two 
studs e [), i.l d e t of the 
wi th the p ro p e l ler ) . 
e a. de l by tll B spring 
but may be with dr a wn by 
ing n. roller . 
openings 0 and 0 1 , in whi ch the 
11u b can engag e (the s e studs tu rn 
is ~ept constantly pressed a gains t 
rods d.- d t locat e d in the p i ns A, 
a leve r F wi t h fo r ked end carry-
At st a rt i n g or at rest (minimum pitch) th e rubber 
cords S ~_old each bla t~_ e in t il e p osi t ion s h own in fi gure 
44 ; the s~stem is l ocked when e a n d e l a re eng aged in 0 
a nd 0 f • 
To r a i se th e u it ch a f ter r e a Cll l ag the desired r . p . m., 
t~e p ilot si~p ly pu s~ e s sle eve hl back by means of levers 
F ( f i g s . 43 and 44 ) . The s y stem b e ing t hus released, the 
blade s unscr e w to a n acount pe r mitted by the clearance of 
the p ins A in t he o p ening s 0 a n d 0 1 • Th e swivel joints 
r a nd rl al low the upward s h ifting of A following t h e 
unscr ewing motion . 
To r e turn to t h e initial pos i tion , the p ilot releas e s 
his ~lOld o n . ,'1 by ~_leans of F , then he reduc e s t h e rev-
olution s pee d ; t~e tension of t h e s ~ock- absorber cords is 
s u f f i c i en t t o e l'l sur e the t i g h t e n i :'1 g 0 f t ~1 e b 1 a d e s . S i mu 1-
taneously , t he s p ring rods d a nd d 1 return il and e-o, 
a n d e l - 0 1 re- effect t he l ocking . 
The L e v a ss eur p ro p ell e r on t ae 0 . 3G6 (fi g . 42) wei ghs 
2 2 . 7 5 :kg ( 50 . 2 lb . ), con t rol i::lcludecl , fo r a d iameter of 
1. 95 m ( 6 . 4 ft . ) . 
A si mi la r p ro p e ll e r des i g n ed fo r a 30 0 h orsep ow e r e ::l-
g ine ha s t urnei fo r five hou rs on the t o r que s t and u h e n 
fitt e d t o a 550 ho r sep ou e r en ~ in e , w~e re i t operated u nd e r 
five t i me s mor e str e nuous conditions than its normal in-
tended use . The p ro p eller f o r t he C. 366 had a fac t or of 
s a f e ty of 7 . 
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The Levas s eur -company intend s to develop thi s type 
of propelle~ for general purposes . parallel with this 
development, it studies the mounting of blades on super-
posed rubber disks. In the latter system the pitch 
changes are allowed -by the successive distortions of the 
dis-ks as the faces slide, -one over the other, in rela-
tive angular mot ion. 
Translation by J. Vanier, 
National Adv isory Committee 
for Aerona-q.tics. 
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LEGENDS 
FIGURE I .- Tuning up the Caudron C. 4S0 at Etampes for a 
pra ctice flighi , ~ay 5, 1934 . ' 
FIGURE 2 .- The Comper "Streak" in fl i g:lt . 
FIGURE 3 .- Caudron ' C. 366, with Regn i er 210 hp . engine (Mas -
sottP.), show i ng : (left) wheel controll i ng wi ng flaps 
a n d stabil i zer settii'J,g w.itl1 i ndicator ; (right) the 
sliding top . 
FIGURE 4 .- Stability curves of the C. 360 . The stability of 
t~e C. 450 and the C. 460 has been increased (area of sta-
bilizer increased 2 percent) . 
F I GURE 5 .-Polars and fineness ratio of C. 460 , with landing 
gear and cooling allowed for five split- flap settings 
from ~ = 0 0 to ~ = 45 0 . The fineness ratio, wh i ch 
is 16 for flaps cl o sed , drops to 7 fo r flaps set to 
maximum , wh i le Cz shifts fro m 98 to 133 . 
FIGURE 6 .- 1~ : point F of the chord i s farther from the 
wing tip than point Fl of the thickness ; t~le relative 
~leights decreas~ faster than the chords . In XX the 
grooves for inserting the plywood . ~~:t:t~~ : fuselage ; 
1 and 5, fit~ings for fuselage cove r. 
FIGURE 7 .- (Left): land i ng gear and split flaps of Delmotte ' s 
C. 460 . (Right) : Eonville i~ C.460 . 
FIGURE 8 .- Caudrcn 4hO . Characteristics o f C. 450 and C. 460 : 
span , 6 . 75 m (22 . 14 ft . ) ; length, 7 . 125 m (23 . 38 ft . ); 
height, 1.80 m (5 . 91 ft . ); wing area , 6 •. 90 m2 (74 . 27 
sq . ft.) ; weight empty, 520 ~:g (1 , 146 . 4 lb . ); gross 
weight, 875 kg (1 , 929 lb . ) . 
FIGURE 9 .- Structural s~etch of Caudron 460 . 
1Q.:Q. : method of mounting wing to fuselag8 (reversed) . 
Q§'Q.:t§.!:. : wheel well and wing cut - out . 
~~:t:t~~ : fuselage cut - out . 
FIGURE 10 .- Split- flap control in C. 450 an d C. 460 . M, ac-
tuating control box B; ill , reGulating sleeve for con-
nect i ng fin ; V, square- t~read6d screw; band b t , actu-
ating rods . 
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FIGURE ll.-Comper II St reak" chara c teri s ti cs: 
span, 7 . 16 m (23 , 49 ft . ) 
length, 5 . 49 
" 
( 18.01 II ) 
he i ght , 1. 75 
" 
( 5 . ·74 " . ) , 
wing area, 7.43 m2 (79 . 98 s q .f t . ) 
weight empty, 400 kg (881.80 1 b ~ ) 
g ross weight , 680 II ( 1499 . 10 II ) 
wing loading,. 91. 5 kg/m2 (18.'7.4 Ib ~ /sq . ft.) 
powe r l.oading 4 .. 70 kg/hp (10 . 22 · Ib ~ /hp . ) 
FIGURE 12 . - Potez 532, photog r aphed on leav i ng Meaulte 
for Villacoublay . 
FIGURE 13 . -Windshield ·designs f~r the Potez 532 . 
FIGURE 14.-1~f~: development o~ profile al ong t he span in 
.the potez532 . Rg~i: Correspondin·g polars , ' 
FIGURE 15 . -Trailing - edge flap cont r ol in Potez 532 and 533 . 
Shaft ~ with bevel pinions - in box · C engages hel i cal 
wheels such as H. The loosening or tighte~ing of the 
threaded A ~ffects the flap setting . 
F~GURE 1 6 . -Stability curves of th~ Potez 533 . 
refers to chord : of center of surface.) 
(Cen tering 
FIGURES l7 - 18 .- ~~f~ : drag versus LID fo r d i ffe r e n t com-
binations of fuse~age cowlings . Righ~ : expe r imental 
. cowls and fuselages . 
FIGURE 19.- ~odel for p6tez · for testing ring cow l s in the 
wind . tunnel . The different models were de s igned at 
Ij4 · scale with respect to the di~ensi o ns given in the 
r ~p drt, wAile faithfully preser~ing the smallest de-
tails ' of the full - scale model . 
FIGURE . 20 . -Aerodynamic reaction on a ring cowling . 
FIGURE 2l .-Design 6f Fotez 533 fuselage . 
FIGURE 22 .-Fairings and fillets on the fuselage of Pote z 
533 . 
FIGURE 23 .- Fiight-contro.l assembly of Potez 533 . 
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FIGURE 24 . - Co ron a rat i v Gas sO u b 1 i G S 0 f Pot 0 Z 532 (f i 11 0 1 i 11 0 S ) 
a~a F~toz 5~3 ( heavy line s) : 
span 
leng th 
he i t;ht 
wi ~1g a rea 
l7e i ght e npty 
g ros s we i ght 
(of wh ich 
was fo r f uel and 
75 ~g (1 6 5 . 3 l b . ) 
fOl' pilot ) 
7 . 20 
(2 3 . 62 
5 ~ 9 0 
(19 . 35 
2 . 50 
( 8 . 20 
8 . 00 
(8 ~ . 1 1 
550 . 00 
(12 12 . 54 
890 . 00 
( 1 962 . 11 
265 . 00 
(584 . 2 
119 . 00 
m 
ft . ) 
ill 
ft.) 
m 
ft . ) 
0 2 
sq . ft . 
~- , 
-b 
lb . ) 
~:g 
lb . ) 
1~ 0' . 
~b 
1 b . ) 
E~~§.~_~~~ 
7 • 10 ra 
,( 2 3 • 2 9 f t . ) 
5 . 72 r,1 
(1 8 . 77 ft . ) 
2 . 50 1'1 
( 8 . 20 f t . ) 
7 . GO n 2 
(8 1. 81 sq . ft . ) 
550 . 00 l:g 
(1212 . 54 lb . ) 
925 . 00 ~g 
( 2039 . 27 lb . ) 
300 . 00 kg 
( 66 1 . 4 lb . ) 
124 . 0 ~: g / m2 1':..f.,!D2 
( 24 . 37 l o . /sq . ft . ) ( 25 . 4 1b . /s q . ft . ) 
wing loading 
(',vi t h full load) 
82 . 0 l:g/ n 2 85 . 0 lq;, / m2 
( 1 6 . 8 1b . /sq . ft .) (17.4 rb . /s q . ft .) 
(wit out fuel) 
3 . 1 l~g/'-p I __ 11 2 . 7 kG/hp 
( 6 . 74 1 b I, \ ( 5 . 87 Ib . 7h:!? ) • / lp . I 
powe r lo ad i ng 
FIGURE 25 .-Win g fi ll ets 011 the Pote z 532 . 
'£Q.P. : p roj e ct io of l ongitu,di:lal sections on p lane of 
s ymret ~y ; traasv erse sections I to 23 ; and corre-
s pondinG p l an -i e ~ . 
Q§.~~§.~ : ha lf view towa r d rea r . 
;e.Q.~~_9)~!. : ha lf view to\ard f r ont , wit l1. sections XX, YY, 
Z~, a n d TT . The fillet i s en circled by a heavy 
i ne, interrupt ed in the h i c_de~l p a rt s . 
F I GURE 26 . - 1Iing fil l ets o:n the Po tez 533 . (Sane a s fi g . 
25 , except s~owing t r aasve r se s ecti o ~s I to 17 . ) 
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FIGURE 27 .- Structural sketch of Potez 533, showing : 
'IQJ2. : engine mount and oil cooler, with details of part 
of ring and attac~De~t to fuselage . 
~~ii~~ : instrument panel and detachable wi~dshiel d as-
sertloly . 
FIGURE 28 .-Retractable or detachable parts on the Potez 533 . 
'Iop : front view of landing gear assembly ; (left ) attach-
Dent of V truss to oleo leg. 
~Q..iiQ..~ : rn~thod of wing attachment . 
FIGURE 29.-Static test of Potez 533 wing; breaking facto r 7 . 
?IGURE 30 .- Charlestop oleo-pneumatic retraction system . 
FIGURE 31 . -Details of lifting jacks and locking nechanism . 
FIGURE 32 .- Charlestop scheme of signals indicating position 
of landing gear . 
FIGURE 33 . -E qu ilibriuD of forces in the helicoidal attach-
nent of the blade root . 
FIGURE 34 .-Thrust of Ratier au t omatic p ropeller (diameter 
1 . 80 n (5 . 9 ft . )) Dounted on Caudron 450 and 460, Re~ault 
310 hp . eng ine . The dot ted curve is for the low pitch 
26~ at 0 . 60 E (1 . 97 ft .) f r on thrust line . Static 
thrust : 318 kg (701 lb . ) at 2620 r , p . Ll . Maximum t~lTust : 
380 kg (837 . 8 lb . ) at 2720 r . p . m. and 75 k~/b (46 . 6 mi . / 
hr . ) . At take- off, toward 120 kLl/h (74 . 6 roi . /hr . ), the 
thrust is still around 350 ~g (771 . 6 lb .). The full 
curve is for high pitch (36~) at static thrust . 
FIGURE 35 .-The Ratier autonatic p ropeller . 
FIGURE 36 .-Parts of Ratier pitch changing mee'hanism . 
FIGURE 37 .-Ratier propeller for engine de v elop i ng 240 hp . 
at 2500 r . p . D. ; di ane ter 1 . 90 m (6 . 23 ft .); we i ght 
21 . 500 kg (47 . 400 lb . ) . 
FIGURE 38 .-Levasseur controllable propelle r f i tted to C. 366 , 
Regnier 217 hp. engine . 
FIGURE 39 .-Hose of Caudron 366 - II Atalante", Regn i e r 217 hp . 
engine fitted TIith a Levasseur manually ope rat~d p r o-
peller . (Note forward tilt of blades .) 
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FIGURE 40 .- T , t, and ~ curves of mode l tests for the Le-
vasseur propeller obtained in big tun:'1el at Issy- les-
Moulineaux at 1700 r . p . m. ; diameter of propeller, 1 . 50 
m (4 . 92 ft . ) . 
FIGURE 41 .- Sketch of aerodynanic study of Levasseu r propel-
ler ; (left) centrifugal e f fect, due to radial component 
Vr in the speed of air flow with respect to the blade ; 
(center) sketch of blade tip . The relative heights are 
assumed to be in millimeters and the thickness scales 
are mu c h hi g her t han tho s e 0 f the c h 0 r d s • ( See sec t ion 
XX . ) 
FIGURE 42 .-Two views of hub of the Levasseur manual l y oper-
ated propeller. 
F I GURE 43 .-Diagram of method of operating sleeve M through 
fork- ended levers F, fitted with rollers . 
FIGURE 44 .-Diagrammatic elevation and plan views of the 
Levasseur manually operated propeller . 
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Tuning up 
the Caudron 
0.460 at 
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a pract1ce 
flight, 
May 5. 1934 'V 
Figs. 1,2,3,4 
Figure 2. 
The Oomper"Streak" 
in flight 
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Figure 4. Stability curves of 
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of stabilizer increased a70 
Figure 3. 
Wheel controlling wing flaps 
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Figs. 5,6 
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Figure 6. 
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Tail oontrol 
passage housing 
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A, A11erons 
V, Split f l aps 
Figs. 7,8,11 
2 M. 
Figure 8. General arrangement 
drawings of the 
Oaudron 460 
Figure 7. Landl ng gear and spIlt flaps of the 0.460 (Delmotte) 
2M . 
Figure 11. General arrangement 
drawings of the 
Comper ·Streak" 
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F1~e 10. Sp11t - flap oontrol 
in 0.450 and 0.460. 
M aotuat1ng control box B; m 
regulating sleeve for oonnecting 
fin; V square-threaded Borew;b 
and b'aotuatlng rods 
~ 
~mpennage assembly 
showing elevator 
control. 
Fuselage 
cutout 
Tank 
Figs. 9,10 
Method of mounting 
wing to fuse1age 
Figure 10. 
(Croq ui s o1'igi naux de J. GAL:DEllROY.) 
Structural sketch 
of the Caudron 460 
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The Potez 532 photographed upon 
leaving Keaulte for Vl1laooublay 
'igure 15. 
Trailing 
edge flap 
control 
in Potez 
532 and 
533. 
Shaft )( 
with 
bevel 
pinions 
in box C 
engages 
helical 
wheels 
such as H. 
The loos-
ening or 
tighten-
ing of the 
thread A effects 
flap setting. 
the 
1/2 1/2 
front view I rear view 
L-
..... NUi~~F;:z.:~ .... ,... . . 
. I -,-----j--.- - . 
i + ~ \~ ~ ~~/I® ~ + ~ ~.--.-j- - '- - -'~'+'-+-ff'-i--'-+-'-'-'+'----i 
Figure 13. Windshield design for the Potez 532 
Figure 14. 
Airplane with tra111ng-edg.e flaps 
2 If 6 ~ 10 12 14 16 18 20 22 
Development of profile along the span in the Potez 532. 
(right); corresponding polars. 
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Figure l6.-Stability curves of the 
Potez 533 airplane . 
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Figure l7.-Drag versus LID f or 
different combinations 
of fuselage cowlings. 
R, Reaction on oowl 
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Figure 19.-Model for Potez 
for testing ring 
oowls in the wind tunnel. 
8-f8-tl-8 
Fi gure l8.-Experi mental cowls 
and fuselages. 
~"-"~L.4.. 
stream 
Figure 20.-Aerody~io 
reaction on 
a ring cowling. 
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Figs. 21,22 
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Axis of generating 
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c, Bottom of fuselage f, Section through cockpi t _,'_ ' 
Figure 2l.-Design of Potez 533 
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Figure 22.-Fair1ngs and fillets on the fuselage of Potez 533 airplane . 
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Figure 23.-Flight control assembly of Potez 533 airplane • 
Figure 24 . -Comparative assemblies of Potez 532(fine lines) 
and Potez 533(heavy lines). 
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T 8., Section YY 
b, " ZZ 
f, Front spar 
g, Rear spar 
h, Upper edge of fillet 
at fuselage 
i, Trailing edge(round) 
j, Fillet 
k, Lower fuselage edge 
I 
i 
I 
I 
+ 
;1: 
I 
I 
1, Proj ection of fillet }{ ./JJ.'",r.T. 
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Fig.B 
contour around the 
airfoil 
m, Fictitious profile 
at XX in symmetrioal 
plane of fuselage 
n, Fairing of oil 
oooler 
0, Outer edge of 
fuselage 
p, Trailing edge of 
fillet 
q, Top fillet 
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I 
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Fig. 25 
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Figure 25.-Wing fillets on the Potez 532 airplane . 
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f, Front spar 
g, Rear spar 
h, Upper edge of 
fuselage 
i, Upper edge of 
fillet at 
fuselage 
j, Section YY 
k, Section ZZ 
1, Round trailing 
edge of fillet 
m, Fictitious 
profile at XX 
in symmetrical 
plane of fuselage 
n, Lower edge of 
fuselage 
0, Leading edge 
( extended) 
p, Leading edge 
q, Oleo leg re-
tracted 
r, Trailing edge 
projected. 
s, Fillet edge(top) 
t, Fillet edge (bottom) 
u, Trailing edge of 
fillet 
v, Section attached 
to wing 
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Figure 26.- Wing fillets on the Potez b33, (same as Figure 25) 
exce~t showing transverse sections 1-17. 
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Figure 28.-
Retractab Ie 
and detach-
able parts 
of the 
Potez 533 
airplane 
CI"Ull uis oJ'iginau '{ 
de .I. G AlioEFnOy. 
F1gure 27.-Structural sketch of Potez 533 airplane. 
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Figure 30.-
Charlestop 
~~-d oleopneumatl0 
retract1ng 
system. 
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F1gure 33 . Equilibrium of 
forces in the 
heliooidal attachment of the 
blade root 
Figure 34. Thrust of Ratter 
automatio propel-
ler mounted on Caudron 450 and 
460 with Renault 310 hp.engine. 
The dotted curve is for the low 
pitch 26~ at 0.60 m (1.97 ft.) 
from thrust line 1 
F(Kg) _ ~ 
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Fi gure 31.- Details of l i ft ing jacks and locking meohanism 
0 0 all] 0 o 
Figure 32. - Charlestop scheme of signals i ndi cating position of landing gear 
• 
• 
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F1guxe 36.-Parts of Ratier pitch changing meo·han1sm. 
##,>f4f",,~~ - Figure 35B. 
Half-section yy Cb~~~~=1 
Slide 
block 
of 
piston 
.Figure 35.\ 
F1guxe 35. - The Ratier automatic propeller. 
Half - sect1nn XX 
Figure 37.-Ratier propeller for engine developing 240 hp. at 2500 r.p.m. 
dlameter:~90m (6.23 ft.); weight:2l.5 kg (47.4 lb.) 
• 
• 
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Figure 38.- Levasseur controllable propeller fitted to 0.366 
217 hp. Regnier engine. 
Figure 39.- Nose of Caudron 
366 "Atalante" 
217 hp. Regnier, fitted with 
Levasseur manually operated 
:propeller. (Note forward tilt of blade). 
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Figure 40.- I, X and ~ ourves of model tests for the Levasseur 
0.80 
0.70 
Q50 
o.w 
0,30 
020 
0.10 
propeller obtained in big tunnel at ,Issy-les-
Moulineaux at 1700 r.p.m. Diameter of propeller: 1.50 m (4.92 ft.), 
pitch-diameter ratio 1.50 m, constant pitch at 2.25 m (7.38 ft.). 
Full lines are for 350 37' setting at 0.50 m (1. 64 ft.) di stance 
from thrust axis; dashed curves for pitch lowered 10 37 1, at 0.50 m 
from thrust axis it becomes 340 and the pitch ratio 1.40 m 
(4 .6 ft.). The discontinuity obser.ved in the tests near y - 0.6-
0.7 has been pr eserved in the T and X curves. 
~ '0 1025 ~...:- --~ 2"-25 V X I I 'U . x~~ ~>-~ 1+ ___ 50 - - --->1 Sf/ctlon XX 
Figure 41.- Sketch of aerodynamio study of LeY&sseur propeller. 
(left): centrifugal effect, due to radial component 
Vr in the speed of air flow with respect to the blade. (oenter): 
sketch of blade tip; the relative heights are assumed to be in 
rom and the thiomea8 scales are much higher tban tOOae of the 
oOOrds (aee seotion Xl ). 
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fIgure 42.- Two views of hub of Levasseur manually operated 
p,ropeller. 
Pilot 
-
F' I 
II I I M ...-
Pilot I 
I I F I I 
I I 
rigure 43.- Diagram of method 
of operating 
sleeve K through fork-ended 
levers r, fitted with rollers . 
r--------:> 
rigure 44.- Diagrammatic 
elevation and 
plan views of Levasseur 
manually operated propeller. 
